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Figure 4:  Mesolithic elements of the historic environment
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 5:  Neolithic to early BA elements of the historic environment
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 6:  Find-spots of Bronze Age metalwork and battle axes
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 7:  Late Bronze Age to Iron Age  elements of the historic environment
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 8:  Roman elements of the historic environment
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 9:  Medieval elements of the historic environment
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 10:  Scheduled monuments
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 11:  Listed buildings
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 12: Conservation Areas and Properties in Care
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Figure 13: Gardens and designed landscapes
Drawn by:  O Lelong, 10.8.2017
Map scale @ A3:  1:175,000
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Executive Summary 

An audit of the historic environment of the Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership area was conducted in 

January - March 2017.  The audit has provided a baseline understanding of the GGLP area's historic 

environment and the key elements and narratives that underpin the distinctive qualities of the area's 

landscapes.   

For the purposes of this study, 'historic environment' is defined as a combination of physical evidence - 

including archaeological remains, artefacts, the built environment and bio-cultural heritage - and 

intangible associations, concepts and values that link people with place (Scottish Historic Environment 

Policy 2011).  The study area is defined as the Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership area - 600 km2 of 

the Ken and Dee catchment areas in the Stewartry - plus a 2 km buffer zone. 

The historic environment record for the study area contains 3,342 entries, some of which are also listed 

buildings and scheduled monuments.  About half are post-medieval or early modern to modern and just 

under a third are late to post medieval; the remainder are prehistoric, Roman or early medieval to 

medieval (using categories assigned in the local authority HER).   

Prehistoric (including Roman): 17% 

Early medieval to medieval: 5% 

Late to post medieval: 30% 

Post medieval to modern: 25% 

Early modern to modern: 23% 

Designated sites and areas include 57 scheduled monuments, 3 properties in care, 473 listed buildings, 

two conservation areas and two inventoried gardens and designed landscapes. 

The Historic Environment Audit drew together physical evidence for human activity - including 

archaeological remains, artefacts, the built environment and bio-cultural heritage - with elements of 

intangible cultural heritage such as folklore and traditions.  It has highlighted the chronological texture of 

the area's landscapes at different periods and some key themes which emerge from the evidence.   

Elements of the historic environment show how, where and why people have moved around the area 

since earliest times - from Mesolithic routeways through the uplands and along valleys, to Roman and 

Hanoverian military roads built to control the region, to a medieval pilgrimage bringing the faithful to 

Whithorn and post-medieval drove roads that brought cattle from the Carrick to the Stewartry.   

Different cultural, political or linguistic identities prevailed at different points.  British, Anglian, Norse and 

Gaelic place names and material culture are the relics of successive waves of identity and control during 

the second half of the 1st millennium AD.  In the medieval period, the lordship of Galloway emerged as a 

strong expression of Galwegian identity in the face of a strong centralising power. 

Certain areas had considerable significance as landscapes of power and resistance.  The valley around 

Carsphairn was significant to early prehistoric communities over the course of perhaps 2,000 years, and 

marked by monuments.  The stretch of broad, fertile valley between Glenlochar and Castle Douglas 
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became a centre of political and religious power from the mid 1st millennium BC, as evident in the 

settlement pattern, the abundance and quality of metalwork deposited as votive offerings, and the 

positioning of the Roman military complex close by.  In the 17th century, the parishes of Dalry, 

Balmaclellan, Kells and Carsphairn were hotbeds of Covenanter dissent and conflict.   

Evidence for how communities lived from the land and sea comes from a range of sources, contexts and 

time periods, from later prehistoric farming settlements on the upland fringes to monastic granges and 

fermtouns in the Glenkens to sea-borne trade and smuggling in the post-medieval period.  People have 

also exploited the natural resources and power of the elements in the study area throughout time: mining 

lead, quarrying slate, working iron; harnessing water to power corn mills, textile mills and hydroelectric 

schemes, and most recently capturing wind to create electricity. 

The historic environment of the study area is rich for many periods, but especially for the early medieval 

and medieval periods.  Its unique characteristics create considerable potential to engage local people, 

attract research and stimulate conservation to enhance narratives about the past and present in the 

Galloway Glens.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. This report presents the findings of an Historic Environment Audit (HEA), conducted on behalf 

of the Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership in January-February 2017.  The audit was carried 

out by Northlight Heritage in support of a Stage 2 bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund for the 

delivery phase of the landscape partnership.   

1.2. For the purposes of this study, 'historic environment' is defined as a combination of physical 

evidence - including archaeological remains, artefacts, the built environment and bio-cultural 

heritage - and intangible associations, concepts and values that link people with place (Scottish 

Historic Environment Policy 2011).   

1.3. The audit has provided a thorough baseline understanding of the GGLP area's historic 

environment and the key elements and narratives that underpin the distinctive qualities of the 

area's landscapes. 

2. Aims 

2.1. The Historic Environment Audit aims to give the GGLP a thorough, evidence-based 

understanding of the character of the historic environment across the study area, in order to 

inform the development of a Landscape Conservation Action Plan.  The study area is defined as 

the Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership area - 600 km2 of the Ken and Dee catchment areas 

in the Stewartry - plus a 2 km buffer zone.  

2.2. The specific aims of the audit are to: 

 collate information on the cultural and built heritage of the study area; 

 identify key elements which contribute to the area's distinctiveness, with input from those 

living in the area and with expert knowledge of its heritage; 

 consider the impact of people on the landscape and the legacies of past generations, both 

tangible and intangible; 

 consider how local customs, culture and language have been informed and influenced by 

the landscape and identify local distinctiveness, in order to ensure that features 

contributing to sense of place are identified; 

 assess the extent of land use change since the Historic Land Use Assessment was 

completed (2015) and the impact of change on relict landscapes, especially upland 

prehistoric and medieval or later landscapes. 

 assess the local, regional and national significance of key elements of the historic 

environment, and 

 develop proposals for how best to conserve, sustain and present the historic environment 

of the Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership. 
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3. Methods  

3.1. Information on the historic environment was gathered from various sources, collated and 

analysed in order to build up an understanding of its character.  

3.2. Geo-referenced datasets on the historic environment were collated in ArcGIS 10.3.1, including: 

 information from Historic Environment Scotland (hereafter 'HES') on Scheduled 

Monuments, Listed Buildings, World Heritage Sites, Properties in Care, sites entered on the 

Inventory of Historic Battlefields and the Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes, 

and Historic Marine Protected Areas, downloaded from the website 

portal.historicenvironment.scot 

 information provided by Dumfries and Galloway Council (hereafter 'the Council') on 

conservation areas, core paths and the Historic Environment Record; 

 information from Canmore, the national database on the historic environment maintained 

by HES, provided as a geo-referenced dataset; 

 historic maps of the area, ranging in date from the late 16th century to the 20th century, 

accessed via the website maps.nls.uk; 

 aerial photography provided by the Council, and 

 Historic Land Use Assessment data, downloaded from the website hlamap.org.uk. 

3.3. Information was also provided by the Council on operational, consented and proposed wind 

farm developments (up to October 2016. 

3.4. Readily available published and grey literature on the historic environment was consulted for 

information on particular sites, historical trends, folklore and cultural practices specific to the 

area. 

3.5. Experts on the Galloway Glens historic environment were consulted for information and views 

on key elements and themes.  
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4. Assessment of Existing Resources 

Databases 

4.1. The Historic Environment Record (HER), maintained by the Council, holds detailed information 

on archaeological sites, finds and zones; historic buildings; non-inventory gardens and designed 

landscapes, and archaeologically sensitive areas in the study area.  The HER has been enhanced 

over many years with local knowledge, historic map regression analysis and other input and 

includes an assessment of significance for many entries.  It forms a very valuable baseline 

resource for understanding the historic environment.  Its online interface is limited, however, 

providing only basic information on the locations and names of different assets. 

4.2. The National Monuments Record of Scotland, maintained by HES, provide detailed information 

on archaeological sites and finds, historic buildings and archaeological interventions in the 

study area.  It is searchable online through the database Canmore ( ) and the mapping interface 

Pastmap ( ). 

Museums 

4.3. The Stewarty Museum in Kirkcudbright, founded in 1879, holds collections relating to the 

natural and historic environment of the Stewartry.  Dumfries Museum and the National 

Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh also hold material relevant to the study area. 

4.4. Free digital access to collections held in the area's museums is available through Future 

Museum, a partnership between regional museums in the south-west and the local authority 

councils for Dumfries and Galloway, East Ayrshire, North Ayrshire and South Ayrshire.  It is 

structured around the three main themes of People, Life & Work and Arts & Crafts, and includes 

images of a wide range of objects with accompanying accession details and notes:  

http://futuremuseum.co.uk 

Heritage centres & groups 

4.5. Carsphairn Heritage Centre holds archival material, including images and numerous recorded, 

transcribed and written interviews on various subjects, including the forestry industry.  The 

centre has also published the results of research into local topics such as lead mines, the impact 

of forestry on the landscape and economy, legends and the history of schools in the Glenkens:  

http://www.carsphairnheritage.co.uk 

4.6. Dalry Heritage Group works to create a record of life in the village throughout the past and up 

to the present using archives, publications, images, maps and interviews.  Members of the 

Group would like to record reminiscences from and about village residents, past and present.   

The results of research are presented on the website:  http://www.dalryheritagegroup.co.uk/ 

4.7. Dumfries and Galloway Natural History and Antiquarian Society works to collect and publish 

information on the historic and natural environment and support research and conservation.  In 

http://futuremuseum.co.uk/
http://www.dalryheritagegroup.co.uk/
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addition to the publishing the annual Transactions (see para 4.13) it runs a winter lecture 

programme and organises regular excursions:  www.dgnhas.org.uk 

4.8. Dumfries and Galloway Family History Society facilitates research into local history and 

maintains a research centre and reference library in Dumfries.  Its website hosts some resources 

and lists those available at the research centre:  http://www.dgfhs.org.uk/index.asp 

Published resources  

4.9. The Galloway Glens historic environment has attracted a great deal of interest due to its quality 

and range, from prehistoric rock art to Roman military remains, castles, folklore and 

hydroelectric schemes.   

4.10. Abundant published literature is available on specific aspects, from the results of archaeological 

excavations to regional studies.  Many have been published as books, while others are available 

in the annual round-up of archaeological finds Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (DES) and 

peer-reviewed academic journals such as the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of 

Scotland (PPS), Scottish Archaeological Internet Reports (SAIR) and Proceedings of the 

Prehistoric Society (PPS).  The Archaeology Data Service (http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/) 

hosts online access to SAIR, PSAS (1851-2013) and DES (1947-2015) along with several other 

journals and a number of books, monographs and PhD theses. 

4.11. In-depth doctoral research into the history and archaeology of Galloway, including that of the 

study area, has been conducted for several chronological periods.  The theses, all of which are 

available online and/or have been published in some form, include Richard Oram's (1988; 2001) 

study of the lordship of Galloway, Richard Gregory's (2000; 2002) research on the earlier and 

later prehistory of the region, and Alastair Livingston's (2009) study of the Galloway Levellers.  

Tessa Poller's (2007) thesis on the Iron Age of Wigtownshire is also relevant for the study area. 

4.12. Numerous technical reports detailing the results of archaeological fieldwork are held by the 

Council Archaeology department.  The Archaeology Data Service also provides online access to 

some reports, searchable by contractor. 

4.13. Results of research into its cultural and natural heritage have been published annually or bi-

annually since 1862 in Transactions of the Dumfries and Galloway Natural History and 

Antiquarian Society (TDGNHAS), and all volumes up to and including 2010 are currently 

available online at http://www.dgnhas.org.uk/transonline.php.  Having a resource of this 

quality focusing on the region is a considerable asset.  TDGNHAS also now forms part of the 

historic environment, in that it reflects the changing interests, interpretations and cultural 

frames of its contributors over the course of 155 years. 

4.14. Magazines and journals were publishing articles on topics of local and regional interest from the 

late 18th century.  Examples include The Gallovidian, which was published quarterly (1899-

1919) and then annually (1920-49), contains articles on local history and archaeology, poetry 

and legends.   

http://www.dgnhas.org.uk/
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4.15. Newspapers contain abundant information on local life and concerns, from politics to rural 

affairs, festivals, church matters, agriculture and crime, as well as poems, songs and stories 

submitted by readers.  The archives held by the Council include local newspapers from 1777, 

many of them indexed:  http://www.dgcommunity.net/newspaperindexes/local.aspx.  The 

National Library of Scotland also has an online index of newspapers:   

http://www.nls.uk/collections/newspapers/indexes/index.cfm 

4.16. The Dumfries and Galloway Standard (1844-1918), the Dumfries and Galloway Standard and  

Advertiser (1845-1945) and the Dumfries and Galloway Courier and Herald (founded as the 

Courier in 1804) are valuable sources of information relevant to the historic environment.  The 

Courier and Herald featured a section called 'Notes and Queries' in which various authors, local 

historians, museum curators and scholars answered questions posed by readers; the answers 

were collated in Mackie's (1913) Dumfries and Galloway, notes and queries upon matters of 

history, genealogy, archaeology, folklore, literature, etc... relating to the County of Dumfries and 

the burgh and district of Galloway.   

4.17. Broadsides and chapbooks were the main source of printed news for the popular market from 

the mid 18th to late 19th century.  They open windows on contemporary attitudes and 

concerns to topics like crime, emigration, politics and superstitions; they also reproduced 

popular ballads and songs.  Examples that were circulating in the study area are held in the 

Macmath Collection at Broughton House, in the Miller Collection at the Dumfries and Galloway 

Archive Centre, in the Ewart Library in Dumfries, in the Murray Collection at Glasgow University 

Library and in the National Library of Scotland.   

4.18. The First and Second Statistical Accounts of Scotland, compiled by parish ministers in the 1790s 

and 1840s, and various Parliamentary Papers of the 18th and 19th centuries illuminate some 

aspects of this period of enormous change in the study area, albeit from the gentry's 

perspective.    

4.19. Geographers', travellers' and ethnographic accounts such as Andrew Symson's Large 

Description of Galloway (compiled in 1692) ( Macfarlane 1907), Robert Heron's Observations 

(first published in 1793) and Andrew McCormick's The Tinkler-Gypsies of Galloway (1906) 

provide impressions of the landscape, the character of life and the area's communities at 

different points over the past 300 years. 

4.20. The University of Edinburgh's European Ethnological Research Centre website contains an 

extensive and very useful bibliography of publications relating to the ethnology of the south-

west: http://www.dumfriesandgalloway.hss.ed.ac.uk/resources/bibliography/ 

Archival resources 

4.21. The Council holds a large collection of documentary source material relevant to the region, 

including the study area, and has published a guide to its contents, Researching Local History: A 

Guide to Sources held by Dumfries and Galloway Council (2009).  Most of it is held at the 

http://www.dgcommunity.net/newspaperindexes/local.aspx
http://www.nls.uk/collections/newspapers/indexes/index.cfm
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Dumfries and Galloway Archive Centre in Dumfries, with a smaller collection at the Stewartry 

Museum in Kirkcudbright.  The archive catalogue can be searched at 

archives.dumgal.gov.uk/DServe/DServe.exe?dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Index.tcl The material 

includes:  

 Agricultural, estate and family papers from the 15th century on 
 Allegiance oaths  
 Building, planning transport and infrastructure records  
 Burgh and county records from the 16th century on 
 Burial, church and parochial records  
 Census returns (1841-91) 
 Council minutes  
 Court, criminal and police records  
 Education, health and irregular marriage records  
 Jail books 
 Military records  
 Poor Board records 
 Private and literary papers such as diaries, account books and letters 
 Sasines and testaments  
 Trade, business and Customs & Excise records  
 Valuation rolls  
 Voting records 

4.22. The Stewartry Museum holds various archives - for example, the records of Kirkcudbright 

Shipping Company, the Register of the Poor (1872-1925) and burgh and parochial records.  A 

catalogue of the archive can be searched in the museum, and the National Archives website 

signposts some of the Stewartry Museum collections:  

http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/a?_ref=561.   The National Library of Scotland, 

Scottish Record Office, Broughton House in Kirkcudbright and the Ewart Library and Museum in 

Dumfries also hold archives relating to the study area. 

4.23. The Friends of the Archives of Dumfries and Galloway have transcribed and indexed various 

historical records, including the 1851 census for the parishes of Kirkcudbrightshire, Jail Books 

(1714-88), Bail Bond Registers (1775-1810) and shipping registers for Kirkcudbright (1824-41).   

4.24. The European Ethnological Research Centre at University of Edinburgh is collecting primary 

source material on the everyday lives and culture of Dumfries and Galloway in both the past 

and present, including oral history recordings and historical documents (diaries, account books, 

memoirs, etc).  Some of the material is available online.  The project website also contains 

comprehensive guides to local archives and libraries, museums, published material on a variety 

of topics:  http://www.dumfriesandgalloway.hss.ed.ac.uk/ 

Pictorial resources 

4.25. Dumfries and Galloway Libraries manages an online collection of images, which includes over 

15,000 postcards, glass negatives, engravings, lantern slides and photographs from the mid 

http://archives.dumgal.gov.uk/DServe/DServe.exe?dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Index.tcl
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19th century on.  They can be viewed online and searched by subject; many more are held in 

special collections and gradually being digitised:   http://www.viewdumfriesandgalloway.co.uk/   

4.26. The Dumfries and Galloway Archive Centre (see para 4.21) holds a number of maps, plans, 

paintings and drawings relevant to the study area.  Early depictions by artists such as William 

Daniell and John Clark, both of whom worked the early 19th century, can capture aspects of the 

landscape that have since changed.  They can also shed light on cultural perceptions of the area 

and the artists' own filters. 

4.27. The Future Museum's South by South West timeline provides a highly accessible, interactive 

way of viewing examples of art relating to the region:  

http://futuremuseum.co.uk/interactive/south-by-south-west-interactive-timeline.aspx 

4.28. The Through the Lens series published by Dumfries and Galloway Cultural Services contains old 

photographs of particular towns and areas, including Glimpses of Old New Galloway (2002) and 

Glimpses of Old Galloway Seaports (2000).  

4.29. The National Library of Scotland provides online access to a range of historic maps from the 

16th century to the present, including estate maps:  http://maps.nls.uk.  The earliest map of the 

study area is that compiled by Joan Blaeu in 1654, based on the c 1595 survey by Timothy Pont.  

Roy's Military Survey of c 1750 depicts the landscape in considerable detail, with indications of 

land use such as unenclosed cultivation, early designed landscapes and the enclosures of 

Improvement.  John Ainslie's 1796 map of the Stewartry is also useful.  The Ordnance Survey 

first edition six-inch maps of the 1850s are the first highly detailed accurate depiction of the by-

then thoroughly improved landscape as well as layers of earlier habitation, represented by 

roofless structures, place names and antiquities.  Some of the products of local mapmakers and 

planners like John Gillone, who worked in the Kirkcudbright area in the 1770s and '80s, are held 

in the Broughton and Cally Muniments and the Agnew Papers in the Scottish Record Office 

(Donnachie & MacLeod 1974, 70). 

4.30. The National Records of Scotland holds a vast collection of maps and plans, which can be 

searched online at https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/research/catalogues-and-indexes.  Copies of 

maps and plans relevant to the study area are also held in the Dumfries and Galloway Archive 

Centre. 
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5. The Historic Environment of the Galloway Glens LP 

5.1. The HER for the study area contains 3,342 entries, some of which are also listed buildings and 

scheduled monuments.  Their approximate proportions by period (using the periods assigned in 

the HER) are as follows:   

Prehistoric (including Roman): 17% 

Early medieval to medieval: 5% 

Late to post medieval: 30% 

Post medieval to modern: 25% 

Early modern to modern: 23% 

5.2. It should be noted that the low percentage of early medieval to medieval sites is unlikely to be a 

true picture of the extent of the historic environment relating to this period:  many sites (for 

example, ecclesiastical sites and castles) may have origins in this period but are assigned to a 

later period because of the lack of direct evidence for their origins. 

5.3. Sites with national or local authority designations include: 

Scheduled Monuments: 58  

Inventory Gardens & Designed Landscapes: 2  

Properties in Care: 3  

Conservation Areas: 2  

Listed Buildings: 473  

6.5% category A 

52.7% category B 

40.8% category C   

  

 

5.4. This section works through the evidence for the landscape's use from earliest prehistory to 

modern - sketching the character of use and the kinds of evidence that demonstrate it, referring 

to key types of elements of the historic environment for each period (in bold) and discussing 

published interpretations.  The five-digit numbers that appear in parentheses (for example, 

63789) after the names of individual elements are their unique identifiers in the National 

Monuments Record of Scotland. 

Environmental change 

5.2. The retreat of the last ice sheet over south-west Scotland after 15,000 BP triggered a series of 

changes along the coast.  The land initially rebounded with the release of pressure, but then 

sea levels rose in the main post-glacial transgression of the 7th and 6th millennia BC.  The 

subsequent retreat of the sea created raised beaches and relict cliff lines along the coast.   
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5.3. The environmental history of the region is summarised by Gregory (2000).  The open grasslands 

and treeless tundra of the post-glacial landscape in south-west Scotland were gradually 

colonised by flora, including trees, that could thrive in a temperate climate.  Birch, juniper and 

willow took root on the uplands north-west of Loch Dee , followed by hazel about 7500 BC, 

then oak and elm and finally pine and alder.  Large mammals populated the woodlands, with 

Arctic species such as reindeer eventually moving north and making room for others such red 

deer and auroch, and probably brown bear, beaver, wolf, lynx and wild pig.   

5.4. This mixed woodland dominated until about 3000 BC, although birch and pine were less 

abundant (Birks 1972) and across north-west Europe the elm population declined about 3500 

BC.  For southern Scotland as a whole, there is evidence from the fifth millennium BC for 

human intervention in the landscape, with charcoal in pollen profiles pointing to the use of fire 

over small areas, probably to channel game and clear woodland.  For the 4th and 3rd millennia 

BC, the palaeo-botanical evidence indicates much more dramatic intervention to clear patches 

of ground cereal cultivation and regenerate woodland.  The 4th millennium BC also saw the 

introduction (or development) of domesticated livestock, including sheep, pig and cattle.  

Communities increasingly relied on domestic animals during the subsequent millennia, with 

pigs favoured particularly in the 3rd millennia.   

5.5. Dendrochronology and bog humification levels indicate that the climate deteriorated around 

2250 cal BC and again around 1650 cal BC, probably due to volcanic eruptions in Iceland.  

However, pollen profiles show that woodland clearance continued unabated in both the 

lowlands and uplands (Gregory 2000: 3, 45-9).  Evidence from buried sediments at Round Loch 

of Glenhead, 5 km NNW of Loch Dee, shows a sharp and sudden decline in tree pollen about 

2200 BC.  While these phases of woodland clearance were not as large as those that would 

follow, they may have triggered processes of soil degradation in the Galloway Hills, where 

localised deposits of blanket peat began to form around this time.  Peat began to accumulate 

more rapidly from the 2nd millennium BC, and it continues to dominate the uplands today. 

5.6. Around the middle of the 1st millennium BC, there was a dramatic change:  what had formerly 

been largely wooded landscapes dotted with small, temporary clearings became open farmland 

with areas of woodland.  There are societal implications behind this change, as it indicates a 

marked trend towards larger-scale farming and construction projects, and therefore a larger 

degree of social, economic and political organisation. 

5.7. The landscape's current character, of open farmland and moorland punctuated by wooded 

areas and extensive peat on the uplands, was largely established by the time the Roman Army 

established its presence at Glenlochar.  There were short periods when the climate was colder 

and wetter around AD 300 and 800, but generally speaking drier conditions prevailed until 

about AD 1400 (the 'little ice age'), when the climate became colder and wetter until about 

1850. 
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5.8. Further woodland clearance took place throughout the medieval and post-medieval periods for 

agriculture, charcoal production and iron working.  Deforestation was largely complete by the 

19th century, as indicated by pollen diagrams from Loch Dungeon and Snibe Bog in the 

Galloway Hills (Birks 1972).  The afforestation of large upland parts of the study area took place 

during the 20th century with the planting of conifer forests. 

5.9. Increases in soil acidification at Round Loch of Glenhead indicate the effects of industrialisation:  

from 1840, pH started to fall with a significant decline from 1900 to the present.  These 

unprecedented values, along with the diatom assemblage, are due to the deposition of heavy 

metals and soot particles as a result of industrial emissions (Jones & Stevenson 1980: 3). 

Mobile communities & wild resources:  c 7,000 - 4,300 cal BC 

Overview 

5.10. Over the course of at least 3,000 years, the study area provided a range of resources for 

communities who moved around it in complex seasonal cycles and patterns.  Groups of people 

may have based themselves by the coast during the colder months, where there was plentiful 

food including fish, waterfowl, shellfish and plants as well as land-based game.  In summer they 

may have travelled inland and up, following the migration patterns of large mammals like deer 

and auroch to higher pastures and camping next to regular watering holes such as rivers and 

lochs.   

5.11. They often  made tools at their campsites, using flint collected as pebbles on coastal beaches or 

the generally inferior chert that outcrops around the Water of Ken and Loch Doon.   

5.12. Certain places in the landscapes - such as those associated with regular gatherings and social 

practices, the reliable presence of game and the availability of raw materials - may have 

become fixed in collective memory through patterns of movement and use over many 

generations.      

The historic environment of the 8th to mid 5th millennia BC 

5.13. Elements of the historic environment from this period in the study area are: 

 Tools for hunting game, fishing and processing food, hides, wood and other raw materials, 

worked in flint or chert (lithics) and sometimes bone or antler, and waste from tool 

production (debitage) 

 Fire-spots and charcoal found in association with lithics and debitage 

5.14. The study area contains some of the highest concentrations of early prehistoric findspots in 

south-west Scotland - specifically, in the valleys of the Dee and the Ken and in the uplands 

around Clatteringshaws Loch and Loch Doon (Edwards et al 1983).  Although these 

concentrations may be partly due to biases of fieldwork and the conditions that expose chance 

finds (such as changing water levels), they do help sketch a broad picture of early activity.     
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5.15. In the uplands, most Mesolithic artefacts have been exposed by changing water levels around 

loch shores.  For example, thousands of flint and chert flakes, blades, microliths and cores have 

been found around the southern shores of Loch Doon before the water level was raised in 1936 

and during subsequent dry periods; these are traces of tool-making sessions over many visits, a 

palimpsest of the work of many generations.  Other concentrations have been found around 

the shores of Lochs Dee and Grannoch and Clatteringshaws Loch.  In some cases, traces of 

related activity have also been found - as in several small fire-spots on the west shore of 

Clatteringshaws Loch (63789; Affleck 1983; 1984), and an in-situ chipping floor on its north-east 

shore (63778; Ansell & Condry 1974).   

5.16. Along the valley, lithics have been found especially in the upper stretches above Loch Ken, often 

in plough-soils and mole hills on river terraces or in peat upcast in forestry plantations.  A few 

were in contexts that indicated how they were deposited, such as the spread of charcoal, 

scorched stones, lithics and debitage found beside the Water of Ken near Stroangassel (64245; 

Ansell 1967).   

5.17. At the other end of the study area, a large, barbed red deer antler point was found in the bed 

of the River Dee at Cumstoun, where it may have been used to spear salmon (64057; Lacaille 

1954: 156-7).  It was radiocarbon dated to 4715±70 bc (OxA-3735), or 4855-4575 cal BC 

[recalibrate].  It is one of a handful of such barbed points found in the west of Scotland; 

another, larger tool of very similar date was found by a relict shorelines at Irvine in north 

Ayrshire. 

5.18. Elsewhere in southern Scotland, other traces of activity from this period have been found, 

including shell middens along the coasts - often in rock shelters - and the ephemeral traces of 

light buildings.  While these are not known in the study area, there is potential for their 

discovery.  

5.19. The distributions (Illus 2) of Mesolithic findspots trace well-travelled routeways between the 

Ayrshire and Solway coasts (Edwards 1983).  One key route followed the River Dee from 

Kirkcudbright Bay, along the Water of Ken, then north-west along the Water of Deugh and 

Carsphairn Lane to Loch Doon, and finally along the River Doon to the Ayrshire coast.  Another 

may have led from Fleet Bay north along the Big Water of Fleet to Loch Grannoch, at the west 

edge of the study area, then threaded through the uplands along the Black Water of Dee, 

Corran Lane, Gala Lane and then to Loch Doon.  These two routes from south-east to north-

west may have been linked by paths that crossed the uplands between them, for example 

between Loch Ken and Clatteringshaws Loch. 

Place making, farming and communal life:  c 4300 - 2300 cal BC 

Overview 

5.20. From the 4th millennium BC, communities in the Galloway Glens began adopting agricultural 

technologies to produce their food - raising livestock and growing cereals - although probably at 
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least initially with a primary focus on stock (Gregory 2000: 7).  They also acquired knowledge of 

other technologies, including how to make pottery and larger stone tools such as knives, 

arrowheads and axes.  Communities' horizons appear to have expanded considerably as people 

travelled over long distances and conveyed not only new knowledge but also raw materials, 

artefacts, ideas and beliefs.  

5.21. Over time, the practice of farming would have necessitated and generated greater investment 

in particular places in the landscape, as well as increased commitment to them:  ground had to 

be cleared of trees, animals had to tended, and crops had to be sowed and harvested.  The 

transition was probably very gradual, with some communities beginning to feed themselves 

through farming earlier than others and even these continuing to move around the study area 

to some extent to find wild resources or herd stock to summer pastures.   They began to mark 

the meaning of places by building large communal monuments that were foci for ceremonial 

activities and social structuring.  

5.22. From around the middle of the 3rd millennium cal BC, tides of change were washing over the 

Continent, Britain and Ireland; these are evident from the adoption of novel and widely shared 

pottery traditions, the transformation of older monuments and changes in the treatment of the 

dead.  

The historic environment of the mid 5th to late 3rd millennia BC 

5.23. Key elements of the historic environment from this period in the study area are: 

 Long cairns, with a trapezoidal stone mound over a series of stone-built chambers, a 

concave façade and forecourt (c 4300-3000 cal BC) 

 Stone axes (c 4300-1900 cal BC) 

 Stone circles and standing stones (c 3500-2000 cal BC) 

 Open air rock art (c 3000-2000 cal BC) 

 Beaker pottery (c 2500-2000 cal BC) 

5.24. The locations of different kinds of monuments, findspots and rock art point to the long-lived 

significance of particular places and topographic contexts in the study area.   

5.25. Long cairns were enormous construction projects that created new features in the landscape 

on an unprecedented scale, in marked contrast to the light footprints left by mobile 

communities over several preceding millennia.  These monuments often sit along river valleys 

that form inland routeways between two coastal areas (Noble 2007).  There are two in the 

study area:  one at High Cornarroch (332375) along a long-established routeway (see para 5.19) 

through the uplands from between the river systems of the Doon and Dee, and another near 

Carsphairn (see below).  People from different parts of a region may have come together to 

build cairns and gather at them, and thus they would have served as nodes for social relations 

between communities.   
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Cairn Avel, near Carsphairn (©James Bell). 

5.26. Later in the 4th millennium BC, communities began building smaller, more open monuments 

such as stone circles and standing stones, in contrast to the massive cairns with their hidden 

chambers.  They often clustered around the earlier monuments as if they exercised a symbolic 

gravitational pull on belief systems and social interaction.  Cairn Avel (63868/SM1006) is a 

prominent feature in the upper valley, where it overlooks Carsphairn and the confluence of the 

Water of Deugh and Carsphairn Lane.  A stone circle and a standing stone (63878/SM1029) 

were later built just north of where the streams converge, at Holm of Daltallochan, and there is 

another standing stone (63872) farther downstream.    

5.27. Some stone circles and standing stones, like those at Holm of Daltallochan, also appear to 

straddle or overlook natural routeways, those paths of least topographic resistance along water 

courses and through the hills.  Many also have some relationship to rivers, burns, lochs and 

springs (Gregory 2000: 17).  For example, at Stroan Loch (64233) a stone circle overlooks the 

narrow valley of the Black Water of Dee as it flows towards confluence with the Water of Ken.  

Another, demolished in 1780 (64545), stood on the west bank of the River Dee just above its 

tidal limit at Queen Mary's Bridge.   

5.28. A remarkable number of polished stone axes have been found around the head of 

Kirkcudbright Bay and the River Dee estuary.  Almost all are fine-grained greenstone, a volcanic 

tuff that outcrops along a narrow range of high peaks in Langdale (Group VI axes).  Polishing 

improved axes' mechanical strength and also produced exquisite objects, to which people seem 

to have attached symbolic as well as practical meanings that may have connected woodland 
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clearance with the construction of communal monuments and associated belief systems 

(Bradley 1990).  Langdale is the source of nearly a third of the polished stone axes found across 

Britain and Ireland, which were made from about 4200-1900 cal BC (Gregory 2000: 14). 

5.29. It is worth noting what elements of the historic environment from this period which are 

virtually absent in the study area but much more common to the east, especially by the coast 

and along the Rivers Nith and Annan.  These include large monuments such as bank barrows, 

megalithic tombs and cursus monuments.  There are also a few examples in Dumfriesshire of 

massive monuments built in timber, such as the large hall at Lockerbie Academy; mortuary 

structures which were burnt down and covered by long cairns (at Lochhill by New Abbey and 

Slewcairn by Dalbeattie), and henges like the one at Pict's Knowe near Dumfries.  These intra-

regional differences could suggest that the more open, fertile valleys to the east attracted more 

abundant and organised early farming communities, while the topographic and soil conditions 

in the study area were more conducive to smaller, more dispersed communities (Gregory 2000: 

21). 

 

5.30. There are also concentrations of earlier prehistoric rock art in the study area - ranging from 

simple cup marks or cup marks set within concentric rings to complex, extensive compositions, 

almost always carved and pecked on fairly smooth, horizontal outcrops of sedimentary rock 

(Morris 1979, 14).  Although open air rock art is difficult to date, most of the examples in 

Galloway are thought to have originated between about 3,000 and 2,000 cal BC (Bradley 1995). 

5.31. There is a small cluster of rock art at the very northern end of the upper valley (V.1) and several 

examples around the foothills and valley slopes between Castle Douglas and Tongland (V.3-.4).  

The largest concentrations are around Kirkcudbright Bay in the buffer zone.  To the west they 

are clustered mainly around Clauchendolly (for example, 63942/SM1013).  To the east, they 

occur along a low, undulating ridge that runs for over 5.5 km from Balmae to High Banks and 

rises from 10 - 110 m above OD.  At High Banks is one of the most impressive compositions in 

Galloway, covering an outcrop about 30 m long (64442/SM1028) with several smaller groups on 

neighbouring outcrops.  Many others occur on the north-west facing slopes of neighbouring 

Galtway Hill, outside the buffer zone.   

5.32. In Galloway, rock art is mainly found along a 40-km stretch of the Solway Firth coast, on four 

peninsulas separated from each other by the estuaries of main rivers that flow from the 

Galloway Hills, with a sparser distribution inland for about 15 km.  Bradley (2002: 100) notes 

that the simplest carvings occur in fertile and best-drained areas, which were most suitable for 

settlement all year round, and suggests that these marked the outer limits of communities' 

territories.  More complex carvings tend to occur above the limits of coastal valleys; on 

prominent hills with extensive views, overlooking passes through the hills, the sea or the 

mouths of major estuaries; or near waterholes and natural basins (such as High Banks, which 

has no view at all but sits beside a now-drained waterhole).  These may have been designed to 
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communicate to more varied audiences, including strangers, who were moving through the 

landscape on the way to hunting grounds, summer pastures or ceremonial monuments (ibid). 

 

Rock art at High Banks. 

5.33. The locations of rock art, stone axes, cairns, stone circles and other monuments in the study 

area shed light on the texture of significance in the prehistoric landscape.  They evoke paths 

and nodes - well-known places, communities' territories, the clearance of woodland, massive 

construction projects, regular gatherings, movement between coast and uplands - and a 

common symbolic language expressed through monuments, special objects and rock art.  Their 

creation continued a process of place-making that began in the Mesolithic, as certain places 

acquired layers of meaning as sources of flint, chert, shellfish or certain plants, favourite 

watering holes for game or the locations of seasonal gatherings.   

5.34. From about 2600 to 2000 cal BC, new practices and ideas emerged, perhaps arriving on the 

back of expanded trade and exchange networks.  Many of the old cairns were blocked and 

covered, their forecourts no longer arenas for ritual display; Beaker pottery was adopted, and 

inhumation burials were placed in cists, often under round cairns and barrows.  Beakers have 

been found in various contexts in the study area, including in cists in cairns (for example,  

64566) and as single, special deposits like that found in a pit beside the Water of Ken (64250).  

The forms of Beaker found in Dumfries and Galloway (AOC and European Bell Beaker) were also 

current in other regions, including the Western Isles, eastern Scotland and north-east England 

(Gregory 2002, 45). 
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Domesticating landscapes, new technologies:  c 2300 - 750 cal BC  

Overview 

5.35. From the late 3rd millennium BC, the historic environment indicates more profound changes in 

society and belief systems (Gregory 2002: 72-4).  The meanings of formerly significant places for 

communal gathering and ceremony seemed to shift, as did people's relationship to the 

landscape.  The old chambered cairns, stone circles and henges became foci for practices that 

involved depositing human remains, now accompanied by a more varied range of pottery forms 

and often in enclosed or unenclosed clusters (cremation cemeteries).   

5.36. From the early 2nd millennium BC, features like hilltops, lochs and rivers became the focus of 

deliberate, votive deposition; these natural features thus were the ceremonial monuments of 

the period.  Votive deposition involved metalwork particularly, much of it brought from other 

regions, and this points to very extensive networks along which people and ideas travelled, as 

well as objects.  The knowledge of metallurgy - how to transform rocks to weapons or 

ornaments using fire - may have been highly specialised and viewed as mystical within 

contemporary belief systems. 

5.37. From late 2nd millennium BC, the historic environment indicates a shift in the character of 

people's practices - from an earlier focus on monuments and the treatment of the dead to a 

focus on the domestic and agricultural spheres and the integration of belief systems into daily 

life.  Substantial houses in open settlements with field systems dominate the historic 

environment from this point, and these more sedentary, domesticated landscapes may have 

been integrated with contemporary cosmologies in the way that large communal monuments 

formerly had been.  The start of this shift coincided with a marked climatic deterioration to 

colder, wetter conditions (Gregory 2002: 70). 

The historic environment of the late 3rd to early 1st millennia BC 

5.38. Key elements of the historic environment from this period in the study area are: 

 Pottery associated with funerary practice (Collared and Cordoned Urns, Food Vessels)  

 Round cairns and cists 

 Cremation cemeteries, both enclosed and unenclosed 

 Ring ditches 

 Unenclosed platform settlements 

 Round houses in unenclosed clusters 

 Field systems, defined by small cairn fields or banks 

 Burnt mounds  

 Bronze metalwork (initially flat axes, expanding in range after c 1700 cal BC to palstaves, 

dirks, rapiers, spearheads, chisels, razors, daggers 

 Stone mace heads, battle axes and axe hammers  
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5.39. Some round cairns occur in clusters in the study area, sometimes around earlier monuments.   

For example, several cairns bracket the rock art at High Banks and neighbouring Galtway Hill 

(see para 5.31); of a group of three (64405, 64416, 64421) below the High Banks outcrops, one 

contained cremated human remains, Beaker and later Food Vessel pottery.   Many cairns and 

barrows on low-lying ground may have been destroyed by later agricultural use, as in the case 

of two round barrows at Glenlochar (SM12792). 

5.40. Cairns are recorded mainly on higher ground by the coast, along the valley shoulders and 

beside upland water bodies.  For example, four cairns stand in line at the head of Loch 

Mannoch (64182/64183/SM1033 and 69041, 64179, 69040) next to the former site of a stone 

circle (64176), while 2 km to the east a group of cairns overlook the basin of Bargatton Loch 

(64187/SM1022,  64187, 64186, 64178).  There is also a strong concentration of cairns around 

the fringes of the upper valley at Carsphairn (see para 5.25).   

5.41. A possible enclosed cremation cemetery (63862) is associated with one of these cairns, on 

Bardennoch Hill.  Another cremation cemetery was excavated at Park of Tongland (64017), 

inside a small stone circle and sealed by an oval cairn (Russell-White et al 1992).  Ring-ditches 

can also represent enclosed cremation cemeteries; a few possible examples have been 

identified from cropmarks or antiquarian records in the study area (e.g., 84507).  

 

The Park of Tongland cremation cemetery during excavation (©HES). 
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5.42. Various bronze artefacts (e.g., 63933, 64469, 106737, 64290, 64622) were deposited in the 

study area, in lochs and bogs and beside rivers.  It is possible that bronze was being smelted and 

worked in the area, as there is a source of copper on the east side of Loch Ken (Gregory 2002, 

64).  Finely worked stone artefacts such as mace heads, battle axes and axe hammers (e.g. 

63998, 64291) are even more abundant.  Certain natural features such as Carlingwark Loch 

appear to drawn particular significance, expressed through the placing of objects made in both 

bronze and stone, such as the bronze sword (646220) and sandstone axe-hammer (64625) 

found in it.   

5.43. The largest concentration of prehistoric settlement and agricultural remains, including round 

houses and cairnfields, is on the southern edge of the uplands between Loch Whinyeon and 

Laughenghie Hill (between 200-250 m above OD).  One unenclosed platform settlement is 

recorded, at Knocklune in the upper middle valley (82893).  Small farming settlements like 

these were probably abundant across both lowland and upland parts of the study area; many 

will have had their traces obliterated by farming and forestry, while some may remain to be 

discovered.  The latter possibility is highlighted by the discovery of the plough-truncated 

remains of a roundhouse dating to 1530-1250 cal BC and other structural traces dating to 1020-

880 cal BC, both in the vicinity of Ross Bay (271842; Ronan & Higgins date).   

5.44. As an architectural form, the round house had a very long currency - from the later Bronze Age 

into the early 1st millennium AD (see para 0).  Thus, where extensive clusters of roundhouses 

are visible, they may represent several centuries of inhabitation, with new houses built on 

different footprints as old ones became dilapidated.     

5.45. Burnt mounds, which consist of heat-cracked stones that were heaped up around a stone 

trough, were probably outdoor cooking or feasting sites or, in other interpretations, saunas or 

copper-production sites (Thelin 2007).  Many are recorded close to burns and rivers around the 

unenclosed settlements and field systems on the southern edge of the uplands (para 5.431.1) 

and also where the ground begins to descend to lochs Mannoch and Bargatton (both the focus 

of earlier cairns).  Others occur along the west of Kirkcudbright Bay, near the rock art clusters at 

Clauchendolly.  Like the settlement remains, their distribution was once much more extensive, 

as has been proven by topsoil stripping of a transect across the Dumfries and Galloway (and 

crossing the southern part of study area) showed (Maynard 1993).    

5.46. In the late 2nd millennium BC, what would become large-scale hilltop enclosures began to 

emerge as significant places in the landscape (for example, Traprain Law in East Lothian) 

although, based on currently available evidence, most enclosures were built and rebuilt during 

the 1st millennium BC.  Giant's Dykes (64189), one of the largest hilltop enclosures in Galloway, 

could have been one of these key hilltops in the later Bronze Age. 
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Consolidating communities:  c 750 cal BC - AD 300 

Overview 

5.47. The character and locations of settlement during this period are not well understood, but some 

broad conclusions can be drawn from the historic environment and comparison with research 

conducted elsewhere.  Established systems of classification for settlements of this period are 

generally too simplistic, rather than informed by understanding of later prehistoric architecture 

as influenced by the concept of life cycles or of how intricately ritual and utilitarian practices 

were linked, but recent work in Wigtownshire (Poller 2007) is beginning to add more texture 

and nuance to interpretations for the south-west Iron Age. 

5.48. From the early to mid 1st millennium BC, many communities in southern Scotland began 

proactively defining the space they collectively called home by building enclosures defined by 

ramparts and ditches.  While many were positioned on the spurs or summits of hills, others 

were in low-lying places and have been truncated by later land use.  Monumental dwellings 

were also being built, from large timber round houses to thick-walled duns and brochs which 

relate to broader social and architectural trends around the Atlantic coasts of Europe. 

5.49. The spread of iron smelting and smithing technology made axes and other tools much more 

widely available, and southern Scotland saw an unprecedented burst in woodland clearance to 

extend agricultural territories and build enclosures.  In undertaking collective construction on a 

large scale, communities may have been confirming and reinforcing shared identity, as well as in 

some cases defending their settlements (Lelong & MacGregor 2008: 247).   

5.50. In southern Scotland, the idea of enclosure was largely abandoned before the 1st century AD, 

with ramparts and ditches no longer maintained, new houses built over former boundaries and 

some enclosed settlements abandoned altogether.  This may have signalled an increased sense 

of security and the weakening of communities' individual identities in favour of broader, sub-

regional social and political organisation.  

5.51. Practices related to religious belief were again integrated into domestic and agricultural arenas 

and natural features, although not necessarily with the same meanings attached as previously, 

given the changes in society.  Placing metalwork in bogs, lochs and rivers re-emerged as a form 

of votive practice; human remains were deployed in domestic contexts and architecture, and 

caves were used in ways that may have linked the underworld to beliefs about fertility and the 

agricultural cycle (for example, at MacArthur's Cave near Oban and High Pasture Cave on Skye). 

5.52. While this describes the general picture, very little investigation has been conducted in the 

study area and the picture here is poorly understood (Toolis 2010).  As noted above (para 5.44), 

many of the roundhouse settlements recorded on the uplands could have been occupied 

throughout the 1st millennium BC and into the period of Roman presence in southern Scotland.  
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There are a number of enclosures classified as 'forts' along the axis of the valley and several of 

them are scheduled monuments, but few if any have been dated. 

The historic environment of the mid 1st millennia BC - AD 

5.53. Elements of the historic environment relating to this period in the study area include: 

 enclosed settlements of varying scale - forts, homesteads, homestead moats, palisaded 

settlements, duns, promontory forts, earthworks 

 unenclosed settlements, including hut circles 

 crannogs 

 metalwork, pottery, glass, stone and bone artefacts 

 

The rampart at Giant's Dyke (©HES). 

5.54. There are around 40 enclosures classified as forts in the study area (almost all in the southern, 

lowland sections of valley), from Drummore Castle (63925) on the coastal fringe to Carminnows 

(64379) on steep-sided promontory beside Loch Kendoon.  Many have visible traces of 

ramparts and ditches, but a few (for example, Dunmuir Hill (64653)) are known from cropmarks 

on aerial photographs.  Some are likely to date to the mid 1st millennium AD and relate to a 

different set of historical dynamics.  That said, based on the results of fieldwork elsewhere in 

southern Scotland (for example, in the Borders), many were built and used in the mid to late 1st 

millennium BC.  Not all were necessarily settlements; some may have been places for seasonal 
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gathering, occasional protection, stock grazing, ceremonial activities or a combination of uses 

(Poller 2007, 360). 

5.55. As noted above (para 5.46), large-scale hilltop enclosures with their origins in the late 2nd 

millennium were foci for gatherings, craft work, votive deposits and other communal activities, 

as well as sporadic periods of settlement, throughout the 1st millennium BC.  Giant's Dyke 

(64189) on Barstobrick Hill is one of the two largest forts in Galloway.  Its massive collapsed 

stone rampart is pierced by four entrances and encloses an area of about 260 by 114 metres.   It 

occupies a prominent position in the landscape, and its scale may suggest it was a significant 

place for communities in the area to converge rather than a defended settlement for a 

particular group.    

5.56. Large round houses (usually recorded as hut circles) continued to be the main form of domestic 

architecture until the early 1st millennium AD.  There is also at least one dun (Craig Hill 

(64169)); these are much more abundant to the west of the study area.  A round house 

exposed by low water levels at Moss Raploch in Clatteringshaws Loch (63777) contained two 

Roman glass ring fragments, suggesting a date in the 1st or 2nd century AD (Condry & Ansell 

1978).  Evidence was found for wattle screen partitions and an internal thrust ring to support 

the rafters of the roof.    

5.57. Some communities were living in close association to water, making their homes on lochs and 

rivers by building crannogs, or artificial islands of timber and brush.  A recent programme of 

excavation and dendrochronological analysis found that a crannog at Cults Loch near Loch Ryan 

(61693) was in use in the mid 5th century BC, while another at Dorman's Island near Glen Luce 

(62160) was occupied in the 2nd century BC and again in the 3rd century AD.  There were 

several crannogs in Carlingwark Loch (64674, 64675), revealed when the loch was drained in 

1765, along with several dugout canoes that provide evidence of water-borne transport and 

communication.  

5.58. The practice of placing votive deposits at natural features in the landscape re-emerged in the 

altered social and economic conditions of the late first millennium BC.  Some spectacular 

examples have been found in the study area, particularly the section of valley from New 

Galloway to around Castle Douglas, including: 

 the late 3rd-century BC horned pony cap (64630) found at the edge of Torrs Loch; 

 a torc of cast bronze and iron and a bronze ring (64470) found in Dunguile fort (64482);   

 an enamelled, crescentic terret (piece of horse harness) from Auchendolly; 

 a 1st-century AD, crescent-shaped gold plate (63977) from near Balmae, and   

 a 1st-century AD bronze circular mirror, a crescent-shaped bronze plate and other pieces 

of plate, in three parcels wrapped in Romano-British cloth, found near in a quern in a bog 

at Balmaclellan (64197). 
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5.59. The metalwork demonstrates the area's links to distant places and wider traditions elsewhere in 

Britain and the Continent.  The Auchendolly terret came from south-east England, the Dunguile 

torc was probably from Gaul and the Torrs pony cap exhibits Continental La Tène influences 

(Goldberg 2015: 235; Hunter 2007: 288).  The spots where they were placed (hilltops, bogs, loch 

edges and watersheds) were topographically liminal places in the landscape and this would 

have been a factor in the ritual power of the act of the deposition (Goldberg 2015: 235-6).   

5.60. The fertile area around Carlingwark Loch and Castle Douglas appears to have been a 

considerable centre of power, wealth and religious significance, which was sporadically 

expressed by depositing fine and exotic metalwork.  A double-ditched enclosure on Meikle 

Wood Hill (64690), apparent now as a cropmark, may have been the seat of a local tribal leader.  

The spot commands views of the River Dee and the Carlingwark basin near Threave.  A large, 

circular structure - probably a substantial round house - stood at its centre, and radiocarbon 

dates  from excavation showed it was built in the 1st century AD 

(https://www.academia.edu/3686595/Kelton_Mains_Threave_Interim_Report_on_Resistance_

and_Magnetic_Survey).      

 

The Torrs pony cap. 

5.61. Three kilometres to the east is another enclosure on Torrs Hill (64628), a former island in Torrs 

Loch, in the marshy edge of which the Torrs pony cap was placed in the 3rd century BC.  

Excavation demonstrated the considerable effort put into building the enclosure.  It had a 
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stone-revetted earthen rampart that was refurbished at least once, and then rebuilt with two 

concentric timber palisades set in stone-lined slots to form a box rampart, which would have 

needed large quantities of wood.  Two concentric ditches encircled the rampart.  In contrast, 

the interior proved to be entirely featureless with no evidence for structures or burning.  Given 

the contemporary significance of this area, the island may have been a place for secretive, 

specialised ceremonial occasions that left little trace 

(http://blog.nms.ac.uk/2016/10/06/digging-a-context-for-celtic-art-fieldwork-at-torrs/). 

5.62. Torrs cave (63984) near the mouth of Kirkcudbright Bay may have been another locus of activity 

linked to beliefs about deities or the otherworld.  Fragments of Roman material culture were 

found in it:  part of a glass bottle, a blue melon bead and two sherds of Samian ware.  There 

were also traces of possibly contemporary structures.  The objects evoke practices in evidence 

elsewhere in southern Scotland, where similar collections of Roman artefacts were placed in 

pits at settlements (for example, Broxmouth hillfort in East Lothian) and souterrains (for 

example, at Castlelaw fort in the Borders).  People may have perceived them as powerful 

representations of otherness, or perhaps even as inherently magical. 

 

The bronze cauldron from Carlingwark Loch. 

5.63. In the late 1st or early 2nd century AD, a large bronze cauldron (64624) was placed in 

Carlingwark Loch, packed with about 100 iron and bronze tools, equipment and fragments.  It 

was one of several such hoards in large sheet-metal vessels, all deposited around the watershed 

boundaries of major river systems between the two Roman military frontiers of Hadrian's Wall 
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and the Antonine Wall.  Their scale points to communal efforts and practices, and the sacrifice 

of so many valuable practical objects in a geographically liminal context may have been a ritual 

act that affirmed a burgeoning communal identity (Goldberg 2015: 238).  Given that votive 

deposition in watery places was a common Celtic practice; that the cauldron's contents were, 

on the whole, Romano-British or -Belgic, and that the act was executed under the Army's nose, 

it may have been placed in the loch by some of the British auxiliaries stationed at the fort at 

Glenlochar (Scott 1976).  The Roman Army had a policy of tolerance towards local religious 

beliefs and customs, so this would not necessarily have been an act of defiance. 

5.64. The metalwork evokes some of the details of everyday life for both military and civilians during 

this time.  The cauldron held an adze, an anvil, an awl, axe-heads, bottle glass, a boot cleat and 

buckle, chain mail, a clamp and draw knife, files, grid-irons, hammer-heads, hooks, a joiner's 

draw, a latch lifter, linch pins, mail fragments, a mirror handle, a padlock spring, punches, a saw, 

a shield boss, a sickle, a surgical knife, eight sword tips, a staple and a tripod.  Other artefacts, 

including hinges, tongs, nails, Samian ware, rings, brooches and glass beads and bangles, have 

been found in local domestic and ritual contexts (paras 5.56 and 5.62).  These indicate the kinds 

of material culture that were in demand and circulation in the vicinity (Wilson 2001: 84-86). 

The Roman Army's footprints:  1st - 3rd centuries AD 

Overview 

5.65. When the Roman Army pushed westward into the study area in the mid 1st century AD, they 

would have encountered a landscape of open farmland, populated by well-established 

communities practising mixed farming, crafts and light industry.  The military complex 

established at Glenlochar would have functioned as a legal and administrative centre as well as 

a stronghold (Clarke 1952).  Its position may have been chosen to counter and subdue a local 

power centre, two kilometres downstream around Threave, and also to control a crossing point 

over the Dee.  According to the geographer Ptolemy's 2nd-century description of the tribes of 

Britain, Galloway was home to the Novantae, with the Brigantae holding the territory at the 

head of the Solway Firth.  It was Agricola who finally managed the conquer the region in AD 81-

82, but this was preceded by  various other campaigns and at least one of the camps at 

Glenlochar may pre-date his victory (Wilson 2001: 74, 87).   

5.66. Glenlochar lay along the Roman military road from Annan to Fleet, and the successive forts may 

have contained a mansio - a stopping-off place (usually a villa within a fort) for dignitaries and 

those travelling on official business (Wilson 1989: 8-9).  The sheltered harbourage at 

Kirkcudbright would have facilitated the movement of supplies, troops and communications to 

Glenlochar, and from there another military road may have led up the valley to Carsphairn and 

thence through the uplands to Dalbeattie and Ayrshire (ibid: 15-16).  
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5.67. While Rome's footprints in the historic environment are not widespread, the impact on local 

people would have been considerable:  the Army would have conscripted them to work, taken 

control of their lands, introduced a monetary economy and imposed taxes.   It would have 

maintained control of Kirkcudbright Bay and the Solway Firth, and nearly a thousand soldiers, 

many of them mounted, could have been deployed from Glenlochar to quell local uprisings 

(Scott 1976: 40).  Many of the soldiers stationed there may have been auxiliaries drawn from 

local settlements as well as other parts of Britain and the Empire (Scott 1976).  

 

Cropmark traces of the Roman fort and camps at Glenlochar. 

5.68. Glenlochar remained a key stronghold in the region even after AD 157, when many Roman sites 

were being abandoned (ibid: 88-89).  Galloway lay outside the Roman province after the Army's 

final withdrawal from Scotland in the 3rd century AD, but it was probably still policed to some 

extent by military and naval patrols and under surveillance by spies.  The inhabitants of the 

study area no longer had to pay taxes or help feed the Army, but they also lost formerly 

voracious markets for their produce.   

5.69. When the Army did withdraw, it would have left behind a society that had been altered by 

several generations of existence under a controlling force with different world views, 

technologies, beliefs, language(s) and cultural practices.  It had commandeered land and 

resources and imposed a new order on the landscape that over-rode the preceding order, at 

least for a while, cutting across communities' traditional territories and boundaries (McCarthy 
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2002, 365).  At the close of each phase of military occupation, the generation that had lived 

through it inherited and passed on a different world than what had existed before it, one 

shaped by expanded awareness of Otherness. 

The historic environment of the Roman Iron Age  

5.70. Evidence of the Roman military presence in the study area consists of: 

 the fort, camps, signal stations, road and other features at Glenlochar (SM12792) 

 the homes and settlements of indigenous people, where dating has established they are 

contemporary 

 material culture found in Roman military and civilian contexts 

 written accounts 

5.71. The military complex at Glenlochar (64697, 64676, 64610, 64614, 64696/SM12792) is a 

palimpsest of the Army's footprints.  It consists of the buried remains of three phases of fort 

with an annexe, a stretch of Roman road, a signalling station and up to eight camps, all visible 

as cropmarks on aerial photographs and (in the case of the fort) as a level platform.   

5.72. Excavation established that the first fort was destroyed in a conflagration, and found remains of 

the commandant's house, the main administrative building and a well (Richmond & St Joseph 

1952).  Other buildings built of timber with wattle-and-daub walls and thatched or timber tile 

roofs would have housed the soldiers.  The camps would have been used to shelter passing 

troops and for training; the southernmost camp appears on aerial photographs to be packed 

with pits which, by comparison with excavated examples elsewhere, are the buried remains of 

the bread ovens, latrines and rubbish pits that served each tent.   

5.73. One section of the military road is visible as a very slight linear feature near Glenlochar House, 

where it exited the fort on the west, and as cropmark on aerial photographs.  Some researchers 

have argued that the road ran from Ken Bridge to Castle Douglas along the course of the 

modern A713 and then followed the same track as the Old Military Road to Portpatrick (79770 

and others).  Although there is no concrete evidence for either part, any section along the River 

Dee and Water of Ken would have probably followed the modern road.  

Waves of identity - British, Anglian & Hiberno-Norse:  c AD 250 - 1130 

Overview 

5.74. In the power vacuum created by the Roman Army's withdrawal, a state of political unrest and 

fragmentation prevailed for some time.  To the north, the sub-Roman period saw the flourishing 

of Pictish culture and language from the 3rd or 4th century AD.  South of the Forth and Clyde, 

several kingdoms eventually emerged from Brittonic-speaking groups with cultural and political 

links down the west side of Britain.  Excavation has shown there were thriving British power 

centres and trading hubs at Mote of Mark, Whithorn and Trusty's Hill in the 4th and 5th 
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centuries AD, operating in the context of the Roman province and after its demise.  The church 

which Ninian established at or near Whithorn in the early 5th century grew to become a 

significant ecclesiastical centre and the engine for early conversion across the region and 

beyond.  

5.75. The British kingdom of Rheged emerged as a political entity in the south-west in the late 6th 

century, when it appears briefly in the written record.  It is conventionally thought to have 

straddled the Solway Firth, although McCarthy (2002) argues that it originated and was based in 

Galloway.  Its inhabitants spoke Cumbric, a p-Celtic language spoken south of the Forth-Clyde 

line.  The fort of Trusty's Hill (63641), which overlooks the head of the Fleet estuary, is one 

candidate for a royal power centre.  Recent excavations have dated its occupation to between 

cal AD 475 and 630, and found evidence for fine metalworking, textile production and imported 

goods such as glassware from the eastern Mediterranean; these suggest it was a high-status 

stronghold (Toolis & Bowles date).    

5.76. Wherever its base, Rheged did not last long:  within 100 years it had been subsumed by land-

hungry Anglian settlers.  According to the Venerable Bede's AD 731 account, they pushed 

westward in the later 7th century after conquering Northumbria (Bernicia), settling on British 

lands and subjecting the inhabitants to tribute and serfdom.  Bede also records several 

outbreaks of plague in north Britain in the 7th century; the worst, in AD 664, swept through 

Northumbria and Ireland - and probably also the intervening territory of Galloway.  Anglian 

settlers may have acquired Galloway through the marriage of the Northumbrian king to the 

heiress of Rheged, although both the Mote of Mark and Trusty's Hill were destroyed in the later 

7th century, suggesting it was not a peaceful transition. 

5.77. Anglian incomers, rather than taking over the study area, may have formed 'a scattered upper-

crust of landlords' over a well-rooted British society (Jackson 1955, 84).  In any case, they 

established churches dedicated to Northumbrian saints and gave names to places - but neither 

process entirely wiped out earlier, Brittonic place names or replaced Whithorn-influenced 

dedications.  Anglian place names occur all the way up the valleys of the Dee, Ken and Deugh 

and also around Nithsdale, the eastern Machars and the Rhinns (Brooke 1991, 298).          

5.78.  In the 10th century, Norse speakers began settling in the south-west and adding their own 

linguistic layer to the landscape's place names.  In Galloway they seem to have settled mainly 

on the fertile lands around the Dee estuary and in Wigtownshire, but much more abundantly 

around the head of the Solway Firth.   

5.79. The 11th century saw a nearly complete linguistic shift to Gaelic as Gall-Ghàidheil settlers 

(descendants of Viking Norse from the western seaboard of Scotland) spread into the south-

west.  Although many Gaelic place names in the study area were introduced later, some date to 

this period (see Table 1).  The earlier names generally refer to topographic features rather than 
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to land use, buildings, people or activities; this could indicate that landscape features were 

named by the people who knew them intimately, the peasantry, whereas the names of key 

strongholds and territorial divisions are often Anglian and British (Brooke 1991, 312).   

The historic environment of the early medieval period  

5.80. Elements of the historic environment relating to this period in the study area include: 

 forts, ring-ditches and penannular earthworks (motes) 

 the sites of early churches, chapels and burial grounds 

 burials and their components 

 sculptured stone 

 metalwork, pottery, textiles and other artefacts  

 place names 

 crannogs 

 folklore 

5.81. Although ring-ditches (usually identified as cropmarks) tend to be attributed to the 2nd 

millennium BC, some are early medieval in date.  The penannular, banked and ditched 

earthwork of Trowdale Mote (64560) is a possible example; Feachem (1956) described it as a 

'rath', drawing comparisons with early medieval enclosed farmsteads in Ireland.  A ring-ditch 

cropmark excavated near Annan proved to be a domestic enclosure of some kind, apparently 

used for cooking in the late 10th to 13th centuries AD (Gregory 2001).   

5.82. At least some of the settlements classified as forts probably date to the mid 1st millennium AD.  

Two have been described as similar to Trusty's Hill:  Edgarton Mote (64185/SM1119) south of 

Laurieston, and Stroanfreggan Craig (64376/SM1095) at the confluence of the Water of Ken and 

Stroanfreggan Burn.  The recent discoveries at Trusty's Hill (para 5.75) point to the potential 

complexity and archaeological richness of these sites, but they are currently not well 

understood in the study area. 

5.83. Place names of Cumbric, Anglian, Norse and Gaelic origin evoke the different waves of 

linguistic and cultural identity that washed over the study area in this period.  Table 1 below 

sets out some examples of each. 

Cumbric (Brittonic) place names (Breeze 2001; 2002) 

Troquhain tre-chwaen homestead/settlement  of an exploit or feat 
in battle(?) 

Trevercarcou 
(now Earlstoun) 

tref-yr-carrog farm/homestead of the torrents 

Threave(?) Locatrebe* homestead/settlement of the lake 

Anglian (West Germanic) place names (Brooke 1991) 

Twynholm Twicga-ham ?Twicga's homestead or village 

Shirmers schyirmes shire boundary 
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Parton pearr-tun village in the district 

Norse (North Germanic) place names (Brooke 1991) 

Tongland tungr-land tongue-like island or estate 

Borgue borg stronghold 

Galtway goltr-thveit boar-clearing 

Gaelic place names (Brooke 1991)** 

Dalry dal righ king's meadow 

Slagnaw sliagh hill (S of Castle Douglas) 

Slogarie sliagh hill (W of Woodhall Loch)  

Table 1:  Some early medieval place names in the study area.  *Locatrebe is among the place 
names of the known world listed in the Ravenna Cosmography of c AD 700 (Canham 1949).  ** 
Many other Gaelic place names were introduced in the medieval period or later. 

 

Edgarton Mote. 

5.84. Five sections of the Deil's Dyke (63787, 63783, 63838, 63829, 63819) are recorded in the study 

area, from Clatteringshaws Loch to the Polharrow Burn.  It was formerly thought to be part of a 

unified boundary stretching from Loch Ryan to the Solway Firth near Annan.  Fieldwork, 

however, has established that much of it is made up of smaller stretches of linear earthworks as 

well as post-medieval march dykes, old trackways and field boundaries (Graham 1951).  A long, 

continuous stretch on the south side of upper Nithsdale has been interpreted as an early 

medieval political boundary, built by Britons to mark their territory against encroaching 
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Anglians (Graham & Feachem 1956).  Although some of the sections in the study area are 

clearly much later, it is possible that some represent a similar early political boundary (Brooke 

1984, 42).   

5.85. The early church's influence may be apparent in a long cist burial (64417) found near Galtway 

old church.  Burial rites involving long cists are generally associated with 5th-century Whithorn, 

and areas where they occur in eastern Scotland (for example, in Fife) are those that converted 

to Christianity at an early stage.  However, radiocarbon dates in the 3rd century AD have been 

obtained for some burials in long cists (for example, at Thornybank in Midlothian; Rees 2002).  

It may have been already established as a rite among British communities and perhaps even 

adapted from Roman traditions of extended inhumation.  

5.86. Some church sites and sculptured stones suggest Anglian influence at both the lower and 

upper ends of the valley.  Dedications to the apostle Andrew and St Cuthbert are also Anglian, 

although some could have been established much later as the cult of a saint gradually spread 

(Brooke 1991, 298-9).  St Cuthbert's Church (64069) in Kirkcudbright was an early foundation, as 

indicated by the broken arm of a late 8th- to early 9th-century cross carved in Northumbrian 

style (64125), now in the Stewartry Museum.  Another at Argrennan (64498) may derive from 

an Anglian church at Tongland.  Four cross-slabs and cross-incised stones (63883, 63882, 

319600) carved in Northumbrian fashion were set at points around the flood plain at 

Carsphairn, two on higher ground either side of the valley and two together on the floor, 

suggesting there was an Anglian church and settlement here.   

5.87. In addition to the Norse place names listed in Table 1, there are others which have been 

interpreted as illuminating aspects of Scandinavian colonisation.  The element -airigh, in Oram's 

(2000) view, was a Gaelic word adopted by non-Gaelic settlers along with a dairy-based pastoral 

economy.  Where it occurs across Galloway, Cumbria and the Isle of Man, it usually points to the 

locations of Norse and Hiberno-Norse settlement following their expulsion from Dublin after 

about AD 900 (ibid: 247-50).  In the study area, several places names in Balmaghie, Kells and 

Kelton parishes have the -airigh element (Livingston nd).   

5.88. The farms of Gribdae, Bombie, Milnthird and Netherthird, all to the east of Kirkcudbright, are 

also Scandinavian in origin (Fellows-Jensen 2001, 126-7).  'Kirk' names like Kirkcormack and 

Kirkcudbright (for the Anglian St Cuthbert) are possible Norse indicators, although they can also 

derive from Old English. 

5.89. The historic environment contains other evidence of Norse influence concentrated in the lower 

part of the Dee valley between Glenlochar and Kirkcudbright during the 10th-13th centuries.  In 

a burial (64074) at the former site of St Cuthbert's church (para 5.86), the person was 

accompanied by personal possessions that indicate Norse cultural affinities, including a double-

edged iron sword in a wooden scabbard, a penannular bronze brooch and a small bead.  A cist 
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under a cairn at Blackerne (64632) found in 1756 reportedly held an amber bead and silver 

armlet, both indicative of Norse influence, along with burnt human bone.   

5.90. Farther up the valley, a hoard of over 100 gold, silver, glass and enamel objects was found by 

metal detectorists and excavated archaeologically in 2014.  It included ingots, arm rings, a finger 

ring and bracelet, latticework brooches, an enamelled cross and a gold pin in the shape of a 

bird.  They had been carefully wrapped in cloth and packed in a silver-alloy Carolingian pot, 

which itself had been wrapped in cloth and placed upside.  Another group of less valuable 

objects was placed above it.  Some of the objects were already quite old when they were 

buried in the late 9th or early 10th century, including the silver pot.  The arm-rings are culturally 

Norse, but some of the objects are from Ireland and many are from Anglo-Saxon England, the 

Mediterranean and Continental Europe.  The hoard was buried beneath the corner of a 

rectangular timber building set in a large, double-ditched enclosure (SM13540).  There is some 

evidence that this was an early ecclesiastical site belonging to the Priory of Iona 

(http://egenda.dumgal.gov.uk/aksdumgal/images/att38473.pdf).  The hoard might have been 

placed in the ground for safekeeping in anticipation of a raid or entrusted to monks by a 

traveller who never returned.   

 

A few of the objects buried as part of the Galloway hoard (©NMS). 

5.91. The stories embedded in the hoard's contents and its context of deposition will gradually 

emerge through the process of analysis and further investigation.  For the present, what it 
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illustrates so spectacularly is how Galloway sat at a crossroads in a thoroughly connected and 

extensive world in the late 1st millennium AD.  Viking expertise in ship-building and seafaring 

and their hunger for land, treasure and adventure had expanded the cultural horizons not only 

of the ethnically Norse but of all those in the areas they touched.  Their networks for travel, 

raiding, trading and eventually settlement reached from the eastern Mediterranean to the 

Arctic Circle.  Around the Irish Sea and western seaboard of Scotland, connections were thriving 

between the Isle of Man, Ireland, southern Argyll, Strathclyde, Cumbria and the Western Isles.  

Galloway, with its shelter for shipping, mild climate and fertile lands, was geographically at the 

centre of this world and its people were a blend of the Anglian, British and Norse that had 

made it their home. 

Galloway Glens in medieval Scotland:  AD 1130 - 1560 

Overview 

5.92. The study area's complex history during the medieval period is one of political and military 

tumult and shifting loyalties against a relatively consistent backdrop of strong Galwegian 

identity.  From about 1130, the study area (or at least its southern part) lay under the control of 

the lordship of Galloway.  The dynasty probably arose from the Hiberno-Norse aristocracy 

established around the Dee estuary.  The first lord, Fergus, lacked a patronymic such as 'Mac' 

that would indicate he grew from a prominent Gaelic family, but given the lordship's long 

resistance to the centralising power of the Scottish Crown it seems unlikely that he was planted 

into power by David I, as some have argued (Oram 2000: 128).   

5.93. The lordship developed a dual character:  strongly independent and Galwegian with its own 

kinship-based social structure and martial culture, but also in some respects like an Anglo-

Scottish feudal lordship (Oram 1988).  It remained relatively independent until 1235, with the 

lords behaving more like kings of a small, independent kingdom than vassals of the Crown 

(McCulloch 2010: 58).  They manouvered carefully to keep neighbouring political heavyweights 

at a respectful distance.  Fergus established close family links with the Plantagenet kings of 

England, marrying an illegitimate daughter of Henry I and securing the separation of the see of 

Whithorn from the Scottish Church.  However, the Scottish Crown took advantage of bitter 

divisions in the dynasty which led to the murder of Fergus's son Uhtred and eventually civil war 

in the region.   

5.94. Fergus's successors made grants of land in the study area to consolidate their power - including 

to vassal knights Cumbria, where they had connections through marriage, who may have built 

many of the mottes (Oram 2000, 194; Livingston 2016).  The lords built up political clout in 

England, Scotland and Man and, as they took on high office (Fergus's grandson Roland and 

great-grandson Alan were both constables of Scotland), Galloway became more closely 

integrated with the kingdom.       
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5.95. Like their royal contemporaries, Fergus and his successors also granted lands to the large 

reformed monastic orders, including Augustinians, Benedictines, Cistercians and 

Premonstratensians.  They founded or co-founded a priory at Whithorn and, with David I, 

Dundrennan Abbey.  Fergus granted the lands of Galtway to Holyrood Abbey, where he would 

eventually retire.  This ecclesiastical patronage may have been another way of asserting their 

authority and status, as well as motivated by family links to England and the Isles (Stringer 

2000: 142-3).  Monastic houses controlled their extensive agricultural holdings through granges 

(essentially home farms) overseen by monks.   

5.96. Galloway was known throughout the medieval period for its martial culture and as a 'reservoir 

of military man-power' (Oram 2000: 124).  It provided troops to both the Scottish and English 

armies at different times and thus sometimes acted as a political power-broker.  The evidence 

suggests that they provided manpower not as a military levy due under feudal obligation but as 

mercenaries.   Galloway may thus have been an early source of gallowglasses - elite mercenary 

warriors from Hiberno-Norse kindreds in western Scotland from the 13th to the late 16th 

century (ibid). 

5.97. The region's strongly Gaelic, independent, kinship-based character prevailed until the mid 15th 

century, despite continual attempts by the Crown to bring it under firm feudal control 

(McCulloch 2010, 65-8).  Nithsdale and Annandale, in contrast, were probably English-speaking 

by the 13th century and had been colonised by vassal lords and increasingly powerful monastic 

houses to a much greater extent (ibid, 65-66).  A line of castles was established from Dumfries 

to Ayr as protection against the perceived Galwegian and Gaelic threats to the west (Smith 

2009, 67-68).   

5.98. When Alan Lord of Galloway died about 1235, his illegitimate son was not allowed to succeed 

under feudal law and, acting against strong local sentiment, the Scottish king Alexander II 

divided Galloway between his three daughters.  One of them, Dervogilla, was the wife of John 

Balliol and this alliance would help to embroil the study area in the Wars of Independence of 

the early 13th century (McCulloch 2010, 58-59).   

5.99. From 1286-1356, local people were caught up in strong political and military currents that saw 

participating armies traverse the south-west many times and engage in various invasions, 

battles and skirmishes in 48 out of 70 years (McCulloch 2010, 57).  The region's part in these 

conflicts was pivotal and, more often than not, Galwegians sided with factions fighting the 

central authority of the Scottish Crown.  While Annandale and the Carrick supported Robert 

Bruce during the Wars of Independence, much of Galloway supported Balliol and the Comyns - 

loyalties consistent with its rule under Dervogilla's line.  This tendency continued after Robert 

Brus's 1314 victory and throughout the period of Edward Balliol's attempts to gain the throne 

from 1332-56 
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5.100. Sir James Douglas (the Black Douglas) was a close supporter of Robert Bruce, and in 1369 

Robert's son David II awarded the lordship of Galloway to James's son Archibald the Grim for his 

successful campaigns against the English in Annandale, making him Warden of the Western 

Marches.  He built Threave Castle as his principal stronghold and a symbol of the Crown's 

authority over the region.  The Black Douglas dynasty dominated southern Scotland from 1388 

to 1455, steadily expanding its reach and constantly jostling for power with the Crown, until its 

final defeat at Threave by James II in 1455 (Brooke 1984, 53).  

The historic environment of the medieval period  

5.101. Elements of the historic environment relating to this period in the study area include: 

 castles, mottes, fortified houses and moated sites 

 churches, chapels, burial grounds, wells and sculptured stone 

 shielings, townships, mills, kilns and upland cultivation remains,  

 routeways, including pilgrimage routes 

 metalwork, pottery and other artefacts  

 place names, folklore and oral traditions 

Lordship strongholds in an embattled landscape 

5.102. The seats of power during the lordship period were concentrated in the southern part of the 

study area.   At least three island castles (or their sites) are associated with Fergus and his 

descendants.  The one with the strongest association is Castle Fergus (64070), a kilometre east 

of Kirkcudbright.  The now-drained Loch Fergus contained two islands recorded as 'Palace Isle' 

and 'Stable Isle' in the late 18th and mid 19th century, when substantial earthworks and 

building remains were visible.  Although no archaeological evidence has been found to date, 

Threave may have been a lordship stronghold, as well as an even earlier power centre given its 

possible early 8th-century notation in the Ravenna Cosmography (para 5.83).  Burned Island on 

Loch Ken is a strong candidate for the lordship's main seat in the Glenkens (Oram 2000).  

5.103. In Kirkcudbright, an elliptical mound called Moat Brae (64081) is traditionally held to have been 

a lordship castle in the 12th century (Gourlay & Turner 1978).  It was the forerunner of the 

13th-century Kirkcudbright Castle (see para 5.106), and was later the site of the friary and 

parish church.  The knoll on which Kenmure Castle (64213) stands is also traditionally 

considered the site of a lordship stronghold.  Beneath the lordship, local kinship groups had 

their own strongholds, such as Raeberry Castle (63985); perched on a narrow promontory 

overlooking the Solway Firth and protected by high cliffs and deep ditches, it was a fortress of 

the MacLellans, who would rise to prominence in the 14th century.   

5.104. Castles of both the lords of Galloway and the Crown's feudal vassals were typically timber 

towers built on mottes (large artificial earthen mounds or adapted natural ones) inside baileys 

(earth and timber defensive enclosures).  There are mottes along the valleys of the Dee and 

Ken, clustering at strategic points like the river crossing at St John's Town of Dalry (64314) and 

http://www.transceltic.com/scotland/threave-castle
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guarding east/west routeways like the one at Balmaclellan (64193).  Ingleston motte (64478) 

controlled a narrow pass south-east of Gelston.  Recent excavation found abundant evidence 

for its use in the mid 12th to mid 13th century.  It was protected by a palisade and two square, 

stone-based gate towers with leadwork in their roofs.  Two successive timber towers were 

completely destroyed by fire during the civil wars of the lordship period (1174-1234).  Local and 

imported pottery, bronze ornaments, iron weapons, butchered animal bone, iron smithing 

debris and semi-precious stones used to decorate buildings all help evoke the character of life in 

one of these strongholds.        

5.105. The nearby moated site at Boreland of Kelton (64477) would have been the manor of a 

dependent laird.  There are six of these moated sites or moated homesteads at the south end 

of the study area; these are recognised elsewhere in Britain and Ireland as features of the 

medieval landscape (Coleman & Perry 1997).  The moats provided defence and marked out the 

status of the laird, and they usually enclosed a hall, barn, stables and other outbuildings.  Some 

were used as hunting lodges for noblemen or clergy (ibid, 180).  Dunrod (63927) near 

Kirkcudbright Bay was another such manor, dated by pottery to the 13th century.  There are 

other, similar moated sites at Bombie (64534), Boreland of Kelton (64477) and possibly 

Auchlane (64512) - all east of the Dee - and another at Queen's Hill beside the Tarff Water 

(63994). 

5.106. Many early timber castles were rebuilt in stone in the 13th century, often by altering existing 

earthworks (Smith 2009, 68).  Only a handful of 13th-century stone courtyard castles survive in 

the south and west.  Some were slighted following the Wars of Independence to prevent their 

re-use and many others were replaced by large tower houses or quarried for stone.  

Kirkcudbright Castle, also known as Castledykes (64063), was probably a Scottish royal castle; 

John Comyn was keeper in 1288, and Edward I stayed there during the Wars of Independence.  

Excavation found the remains of a twin-towered gatehouse and three other towers (ibid, 67, 76-

8).  Kirkcudbright was created a royal burgh in 1330 and the castle was key to its defence and 

prosperity as a centre for trade.  

5.107. Documentary sources refer to the frequent presence in the Glenkens of the armies of all sides 

during the Wars of Independence and Edward Balliol's campaigns (1286-1356) (para 5.99).  A 

dispatch written in 1300, for example, refers to the presence of Bruce and his guerrillas in Kells 

the previous Sunday; another, written 'at the Glenken' in 1306, was sent by a knight in the 

service of Edward II.  Some documents hint at the effects of protracted warfare on people living 

in the area, as passing armies commandeered crops and livestock, forced tenants to billet 

troops and subjected them to surdit de sergeants - a right of summary accusation which could 

be used politically against suspected enemies.  The Community of Galloway petitioned Edward I 

in 1304-5 to abolish summary accusation by sergeants, but it still proved necessary for Robert I 

to ban it in Galloway and specifically Glenkens (Brooke 1984, 43-4).   
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5.108. Folklore and poetry written in the late 14th to 15th centuries hint at the loyalties and actions of 

ordinary people amidst all this.  Folk tales describe complex loyalities; in one, a miller in the 

Glenkens who supported Balliol, but whose wife supported Bruce, hid the latter from his 

enemies.  The Brus, composed by John Barbour about 1375 and transcribed in 1489, and The 

Wallace, composed by Blind Harry in the 1480s, are not historically accurate in many respects 

but they contain extracts from contemporary oral traditions; both contain references to 

commoners playing key roles in Bruce's campaigns (McCulloch 2010, 64). 

 

Bruce's Stone by Clatteringshaws Loch (©Chris Newman). 

5.109. Seven decades of warfare and instability and the waves of plague that hit the area in 1350 and 

1362 had long-term effects on infrastructure and morale (Brooke 1984, 43-4).  A nobleman's 

petition to Edward II in 1306-7 describes his lands in Galloway as having been wasted by the 

war in Scotland (ibid, 46). A chronological layer of Gaelic place names like Balmaclellan, 

introduced to replace Trevercarcou in the early 1400s, could suggest an influx of Gaelic speakers 

who were introduced to replenlish and revitalised depleted areas (Brooke 1984, 51). 

5.110. Along with castles and mottes engaged in the wars, a scatter of other elements evokes the 

military campaigns.  Bruce's Stone, a large granite boulder (63776) beside Clatteringshaws Loch, 

marks the site of his victory over an English army in 1307; 19th-century oral traditions had him 

resting there while his supporters gathered the spoils of war and recounted how farmers had 

founded weapons and bones around it.  A silver gilt brooch (294181) found in 2009 near St 
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John's Town of Dalry was probably made in the same workshop as two others from a hoard 

found at Canonbie in Eskdale, which was buried in the early 1290s.  This gives a sense of 

regional patterns of movement and contact, as well as the personal ornaments of a 

contemporary nobleman. 

5.111. Archibald the Grim built the visually menacing tower of Threave Castle (64698) after assuming 

the lordship in 1369 as a loud statement of his power.  It had its own riverside harbour, built of 

timber and stone, where shallow-draught boats were able to enter.  The long power struggle 

between the Black Douglas dynasty and the Scottish Crown ended in military victory for James II 

in Cumbria.  The king then installed himself at Tongland Abbey and besieged Threave for two 

months in 1455, using a massive siege engine to pound the castle.  It resisted this 'great 

bombard' but finally surrendered through negotiation.  Threave Castle was annexed to the 

Crown, along with the 9th Earl of Douglas's extensive and now forfeit lands in Galloway.  

Records show that by the following year, the Exchequer was collecting rents and teinds and 

managing the lands. 

 

Threave Castle (©HES). 

Vernacular settlement and land use 

5.112. Much of the population would have lived in small farming townships under the protection of 

local kindreds, or as tenants of feudal vassals as the Crown's influence spread.  Archaeological 

evidence for their settlement is difficult to tease out from the later remains of farming 
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townships, cultivation remains and shielings, but at least some were occupied during the 15th 

century, if not earlier.  Of 33 settlements recorded in 1457 on the forfeit lordship lands (Brooke 

1984, 55), at least 20 were still named settlements when Timothy Pont surveyed the area in the 

1590s and 14 are shown on Roy's military map of c 1750 (para 5.137).   

5.113. A 1419 charter by the 4th Earl of Douglas, granting lands in the north of the study area that 

included Holm of Daltallochan, paints a picture of a diverse Glenkens landscape made up of 

woodland, pasture and moorland with rights to quarry, mine, cut peat or turf, burn charcoal, 

graze stock and hunt. 

5.114. Remnants of medieval hunting forests can be teased out from place names and documents.  

The New Forest in the Glenkens appears in the historical record after 1313, when Robert I 

designated it as his own hunting reserve.  The name implies the existence under the lordship, if 

not earlier, of an older forest and set of ancient hunting rights (Brooke 1984: 45-47).  A hunting 

forest meant more than just woodland.  It would have been closely managed and subject to a 

strict code of law that forbade cutting trees or killing boar or deer - the king's game - but 

allowed tenants to continue living in their fermtouns, cultivating existing fields and grazing 

livestock.  Poaching would have been common practice.  Given local loyalties, it seems unlikely 

that the Scottish kings (except for Edward Balliol, who fought to take the throne from Bruce's 

line) would have felt safe hunting there, or that it would have been straightforward to manage 

the forest; indeed, in 1366 David II feued it all away.   

5.115. Another hunting forest was recorded in 1408 and 1426 as the Park of Balmaclellan - the 'park' 

element denoting an enclosure defined by high banks to protect and contain the deer.  The 

place names High Park and Parkrobbin beside Loch Ken may indicate its location (ibid: 46).   

5.116. While the lordship was intact under Fergus and his descendants, with estates all along the river 

systems of the Dee and Ken, the arable surplus from the lowlands may have supported more 

marginal pastoral agriculture (with small-scale arable) in the uplands.  The Wars of 

Independence disrupted this integrated feudal economy and may have created economic 

depression in the Glenkens, suggested by a rector's letter to the Pope in 1428 (para 5.123). 

Landscapes of the Church 

5.117. Some areas lay under the control of monastic granges from the late 12th century.  The 

monasteries implemented large-scale landscape projects and improvements; they reared 

sheep, cattle and horses, grew and milled crops, extracted minerals, worked iron and collected 

tenants' teinds in the form of crops and livestock.  Granges usually were centred on moated 

sites enclosed by ditches and banks; none of these are known in the study area, although there 

are four elsewhere in the south-west (Hall 2009).  There were granges at Threave and Kelton - 

both mentioned in the Exchequer Rolls of 1456, and place names show the existence of others 

such as King's Grange near Old Bridge of Urr.   
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5.118. There was also a grange at Carsphairn.  A late 13th-century charter leased the lands of 

'Keresban' to the Abbey of Melrose, and 20 years later monks from the Cistercian Abbey of 

Vaudey in Lincolnshire were living at 'Kar'.  Documentary evidence suggests they had a large 

work force to feed:  they were among other monastic houses in south-west Scotland whom 

Henry III allowed to buy a four-year supply of corn in Ireland.  It has been suggested that, in 

addition to agricultural activities, the Cistercians were at work mining galena at Woodhead to 

produce silver (Brooke 1984, 52).   

5.119. Priories and monasteries were well established in the south around secular power centres.  

These included the Cistercian priory of St Evoca (63893) at Nun Mill, which was already ruinous 

by 1434, and the monastery of Greyfriars (64082), founded about 1455 in Kirkcudbright.  The 

Augustinian priory on St Mary's Isle (63909), first mentioned in a charter of 1189, was a cell of 

Holyrood Abbey.  Its prominent position at the head of Kirkcudbright Bay indicates its close links 

to the lordship, under whose protection it lay.  The Premonstratensian abbey of Tongland 

(64048) was likewise a lordship foundation in 1218; it was in ruins and largely depleted of 

monks by 1529, and an architectural fragment from it was built into the post-Reformation 

church.  At Glenlochar Bridge on the east bank of the Dee, the first edition Ordnance Survey 

map (1853) depicts the supposed site of an abbey, with names like 'Monks Muir' and 'Abbey 

Yard' in the vicinity lending support to this. 

5.120. The historic environment contains elements relating to the network of churches, chapels and 

wells that served the study area's population in both town and countryside.  Some are 

indicated by place names or oral traditions recorded in the Ordnance Survey Name Book of 

1849.  Examples include Chapelyard (64271) near Glenhoul and stories of a forgotten burial 

ground at Damcroft Burn (64212) and a former chapel and burial ground (the latter still visible 

in 1972) at Chapel Cottage on the Tarff Water (64018). In Kirkcudbright, the present Greyfriars 

Church (211747) stands on the site of the 15th-century Franciscan friary.  It incorporates part of 

its foundations as well as the medieval burial isle of the Maclellan family.   

5.121. At least one pilgrimage route crossed the study area.  It formed a leg on the Edinburgh to 

Whithorn pilgrim's way; the A702 now follows its course into St John's Town of Dalry (Anderson 

2010: 101).   

5.122. Seats of secular and ecclesiastical authority were often closely linked.  At Kirkcormack by the 

River Dee, a ruined church dedicated to St Cormack (64488) sits snugly next to a motte (64487) 

of the same name.  Senwick Church (63894) at the west edge of Kirkcudbright Bay was given to 

Tongland Abbey by David II in the mid 14th century; its partly curvilinear enclosure could 

suggest earlier origins.  To the east of the bay, the now-ruined Dunrod church (63928) stood 

near the 13th-century moated manor (para 5.105); an 11th-12th century font from the church 

is in the Stewartry Museum. 
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5.123. In the Glenkens, a network of churches ministered to populations in the parishes of Kells, Dalry, 

Trevercarcou (later Balmaclellan) and Carsphairn - all listed as part of the deneary of Glenken in 

response to a Papal tax on the Scottish church to finance a crusade about 1275 (Brooke 1984: 

41).  In 1428, the rector of St John's Church, Dalry petitioned the Pope for permission to sell 

indulgences (to reduce punishment for sins) in order to rebuild the church.  He wrote that the 

church stood in woods 'far from the habitations of other Christian faithful, among fierce men ill-

versed in the faith' and that the church was so old that it was structurally unsound and would 

collapse if not repaired soon (Brooke 1984: 48).  Protracted warfare and instability may have 

created similar levels of disruption in neighbouring parishes, depleted the population and 

brought about economic depression (Livingston 2009: 13). 

Post-medieval:  1456 - c 1700 

Overview 

5.124. Although Galloway lost its status as a virtually autonomous province with the Douglas's defeat 

in 1455, for the next 250 years it continued to be relatively isolated from the rest of the country 

and in an almost constant state of political, economic and social insecurity (Donachie & 

MacLeod 1974: 29).  The causes included regular invasions by English forces, intra-regional 

feuding between powerful local families, waves of religious conflict and change, and maritime 

raiding and smuggling - all of which left palpable traces in the historic environment.  

5.125. In the state of hostility that prevailed between England and Scotland in the 15th and 16th 

centuries, south-west Scotland experienced incursions by English forces on a nearly annual 

basis.  Dumfriesshire took the brunt of it, but eastern Galloway and the study area also suffered 

the regular raiding, looting and burning of castles and towns.  The Solway Firth was equally 

unsafe, with pirates like Leonard Robertson of Kirkcudbright and Sir Robert Gordon of Lochinvar 

active in the 1570s and 1620s respectively (ibid: 30).   

5.126. Over two phases in the mid 15th and mid 16th centuries, the medieval pattern of land 

ownership went through significant changes.  The first took place after the fall of the Earls of 

Douglas in 1455, when the lordship lands became forfeit to the Crown and were broken up into 

smaller estates.  The second took place after the Protestant Reformation of 1560, when the 

large estates of the monasteries were likewise broken up.  By the 17th century, land ownership 

in the study area had been fragmented into hundreds of small estates (Livingston 2009: 8). 

5.127. The 17th century brought further instability.  After the Union of the Crowns in 1603, real union 

was not so easily achieved and the period 1638-88 was especially tumultuous.  Both James VI 

and his son Charles I tried to impose their will on the Presbyterian kirk in Scotland in the name 

of religious uniformity.  The Covenanter movement developed in violent opposition, and its 

forces supported the Parliamentarians in the English Civil Wars with the aim of imposing 

religious reform in England and Ireland.  In Galloway, the Presbyterian church had broad 
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popular support and thus enormous scope to control moral and social life and ostracise non-

conformists (ibid: 41).   

5.128. From 1660-89 (from the Restoration of the monarchy and Episcopalian church government until 

the Glorious Revolution), an extreme sect of Presbyterians known as 'conventiclers' took on the 

Covenanters' mantle.  They supported ousted Presbyterian ministers, held open-air meetings 

(conventicles) and conducted guerilla warfare.  The movement had its strongest grass-roots 

support in Galloway, Dumfriesshire, Ayrshire and Lanarkshire.  In the study area, the parishes of 

Dalry, Kells, Carsphairn and Balmaclellan were core Covenanter territories with the MacLellan, 

Stewart and Gordon families leading the movement locally.  This, along with its generally young 

membership, suggest it was partly a radical protest against the economic and social problems of 

upland, rural communities (ibid: 46-7). The study area saw conflict that mixed religion and 

politics again in the early 18th century, when several of the local nobility from other families 

supported the Jacobite rising in 1715. 

5.129. Rival towns such as Kirkcudbright, Dumfries, Wigtown and Whithorn each attempted to control 

their own trade and commerce and avoid paying dues to each other, and erected maintained 

town walls, gates and other defences.  Kirkcudbright had a thriving sea-based trade (mainly in 

hides, coal, wool and English malt), and the creation of New Galloway in 1629 by the Gordons 

of Lochinvar and Earlston was generally perceived as a threat to its prosperity (ibid: 32).  There 

were notably poor harvests some years (for example, 1595) that resulted in local famines, and 

numerous episodes of plague.  Laws were implemented in Kirkcudbright in the years 1578, 

1599, 1644 and 1648 in attempts to contain the plague, such as closing the town gates to 

beggars and travellers and to people from the parishes of Tongland and Kelton (ibid: 30). 

5.130. The kinship-based social structure of the lordship period continued to prevail, with prominent 

noble families providing protection for lesser lairds and their tenants in return for service and 

payment.  Violent quarrels, crop raids, cattle rustling and kidnapping between the main kinship 

groups were the norm, necessitating the construction of fortified houses.  Family feuds were 

sometimes tangled up in the religious conflicts of the 16th and 17th centuries, and also 

motivated by demand for land within and between kinship groups.  The latter was relieved 

somewhat after 1607 by the Protestant Plantation of Ulster, which drew members of some local 

families to colonise Ireland (ibid: 31). 

5.131. In  the prevailing atmosphere of insecurity, fear and violence, strong and competing religious 

doctrines, passions and superstitions thrived.  Prosecutions for witchcraft were especially 

common in the early 1640s and 1690s.  Details of these cases illustrate some of the folklore and 

magical thinking still prevalent among local people. 

The historic environment of the mid 1400s to early 1700s  

5.132. Elements of the historic environment relating to this period in the study area include: 
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 tower houses  

 moot hills 

 townships, shielings, head-dykes, corn-drying kilns and cultivation remains 

 town defences 

 churches and burial grounds 

 Covenanters' graves and open-air preaching sites 

The architecture of power 

5.133. In the unstable political and social conditions, tower houses were the domestic architecture of 

choice for noble families who followed the example set by Threave (64698), the largest and first 

in the region.  Earlier tower houses were usually rectangular, with a single room on each of their 

three or four storeys and doorways at first-floor level accessed by ladders or external staircases.  

Later tower houses tended to be more expansive, often built on the L-plan with doorways on 

the ground floor and stairways within their massive walls (for example, Earlstoun Castle 

(64287)).  Some tower houses, including Earlstoun and Green Law (64700), may have been built 

on the sites of earlier fortifications.  Several tower house, like Barscobe (64277) and Glenhoul 

(64253) in the upper narrow valley and Balmangan (63890) by the coast, continued in use as 

dwellings for a time and became the focus of later farmsteads.  Still others became ruinous 

during this period, such as Shirmers Castle (64224), a Gordons of Kenmure stronghold that was 

destroyed by fire in 1568.   

5.134. The tower house at Airds (60604) near Crossmichael was built by Alexander, third son of 

William Gordon of Lochinvar, whose family was one of the most powerful in the study area by 

the mid 1600s.  'Sannie Rough', as he was known, was an enormous man who fathered 20 

chlidren and lived to the age of 101.  Although he was a staunch Protestant, he harboured some 

of Queen Mary's retinue on their flight south after the battle of Langside, and in 1568 the 

Regent Moray burned his tower house in retaliation (McCulloch 2010, 75-6).   

5.135. In rural areas, tower houses were the power centres of small estates.  Their owners' wealth was 

based on land and agricultural produce, including rents paid in kind by tenants, often in the 

form of cattle; they were thus farmers as much as they were landowners.  Their tower houses 

would have stood at the centre of clusters of other buildings - barns, stables and retainers' 

accommodation protected by a barmkin wall, sometimes with an outer, ditched enclosure for 

livestock (ibid: 34).  Many would have had moot hills nearby where they held their justice 

courts, although only one is recorded - that of the Lords of Lochinvar and Viscounts Kenmure at 

Court Hill (64284) near Barscobe Castle (64277).  By the 16th century, a few lairds in the area 

were rearing cattle on a large scale and droving them to England (ibid: 50). 

5.136. Threave Castle had remained in the charge of custodians appointed by the Crown, and was 

granted to the Lords Maxwell of Caerlaverock in 1526.  It saw its last action in 1640, when an 
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army of Covenanters laid siege to it for 13 weeks.  The castle again withstood siege, but it 

eventually surrendered and was afterward slighted to make it uninhabitable. 

Town and countryside 

5.137. Joan Blaeu's (1654) map of East Kirkcudbright, which was based on Timothy Pont's manuscript 

maps compiled about 1595 (now lost for this area), shows several tower houses along the 

valley.  Extending up the valley sides and into the uplands are numerous fermtouns - those 

small, self-sufficient farming settlements shared between several tenants, which dominated the 

settlement pattern well into the 1700s.   (See Livingston (2014) for extensive lists of farming 

settlements recorded in the Stewartry in the 17th century.)  Patterns of rural settlement and 

land use had developed from the agricultural regimes of a pastoral economy, involving seasonal 

transhumance to summer pastures, and intensive arable cultivation of small fields within and 

around the fermtouns.   

 

Polmaddy township (©HES). 

5.138. Many of the abundant remains of houses, barns, sheilings, enclosures, corn-drying kilns and 

other agricultural features in the study area date to this period, if not earlier (para 5.112).  The 

tumbled buildings, corn mill and corn-drying kilns at Polmaddy (63815) probably represent its 

later phases of occupation, but it is on record as a settlement  in 1505 when it was owned by 

William McClelland, laird of Bombie.  Six years later, James IV gave it to James Hepburn but it 

was back in McClelland ownership by 1541.  Late medieval charters are full of similar grants of 
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named settlements; they were, in effect, grants of income because the tenants paid rent in kind 

and military service to the laird in return for their occupation.   

5.139. Polmaddy straddled an ancient pack and drove route that led through the Glenkens from 

Carrick to the Stewartry (Donnachie & MacLeod 1974: 103).  Roy's Military Survey (c 1750) 

shows it as 'Road to Aer'.  The map depicts several other roads running through the study area 

and connecting it to other places - for example, a road from Newton Stewart leading across the 

uplands to Clatteringshaws and crossing the Water of Ken at New Galloway. 

5.140. Geographical descriptions provide insights into the character of vernacular life.  In particular, 

Andrew Symson's Large Description of Galloway, which was part of a larger geographical survey 

of Scotland by Sir Robert Sibbald in the 1680s, describes many aspects of ordinary people's lives 

- from subsistence farming practices and harvesting oil from stranded whales to making 

medicines from herbs, burning shells to make lime mortar and tanning hides with solutions 

made from heather shoots (Donachie & MacLeod 1974: 21-5).  He describes how tenants in 

local fermtouns reared cattle and horses, grew crops on the infield and outfield and dried grain 

in kilns to preserve it for winter.  Their houses were built of stone, turf and thatch, with central 

hearths which sent smoke permeating through the roof.   

5.141. Symson draws clear distinctions between people living in the lowlands (coastal areas and the 

low-lying, fertile sections of valley), with their economy based on barley, oats and cattle, and 

the 'moor-men' who mainly reared sheep and grew rye and lived in smaller settlements and 

shielings (ibid: 21).  Access to common grazing on hills and moors beyond the outfield was key 

to this subsistence economy.  Fermtouns sold livestock to drovers who took them to markets 

farther south along drove roads like the one that skirts Stroangassel Hill at Knocknalling Wood 

(64264) and the Raider's Road along the Black Water of Dee.  Fair Green at Keltonhill was the 

site of a large fair and a key gathering place for drovers (ibid: 55).  His account evokes the 

brevity and brutality of existence for those living in the subsistence economy 

5.142. New Galloway was created a royal burgh after 1633, from a series of charters granted by 

Charles I to Sir John Gordon of Lochinvar.  Initially it was little more than a backwater village of a 

few shops, inns and poorly built thatched houses (Groome 1885), but eventually it increased in 

prosperity and status. 

5.143. Elements of Kirkcudbright's architecture attest to the need for security and tight administrative 

control.  When English forces besieged it in 1547, the town defences consisted mainly of a wall 

and ditch along the south and west to the Meickle Yett (64075), which was rebuilt in 1590 and 

removed about 1780, probably to form the gateway and arch leading into the churchyard.  The 

category A listed tolbooth (64066), built about 1580 to replace a demolished predecessor, 

visually dominates the High Street and was altered and repaired in 1591 and 1625.  Prison cells 

on its upper floor held religious dissenters and other miscreants.  The mercat cross (64077), 
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also A listed, stood from 1610 in the High Street and was moved in the 19th century to its 

present position at the top of the Tolbooth steps.  By 1690, Kirkcudbright had a population of 

about 300 (Livingston nd). 

5.144. One traveller's account of 1727 paints a disparaging picture of Kirkcudbright.  In his Tour 

through Great Britain, Daniel Defoe sniffily describes 'a harbour without ships, a port without 

trade, a people without business....  They have a fine river, navigable for the greatest ships to 

the town quay.  But alas, there is not a vessel that deserves the name of a ship belongs to it.'   

Faith, fear, folklore and feuds 

5.145. The potency of certain elements of intangible cultural heritage - religious doctrines and rules, 

customs and superstitions - is evident from church session minute books and burgh records.  

They illustrate how the church regulated people's behaviour and punished deviants.  

Attendance at Sunday services was compulsory. Church elders would search houses and inns to 

root out absentees, and in 1639 Kirkcudbright burgh appointed 'secreit spyes' to report on 

transgressors.  Episodes of perceived sexual deviance (which were numerous, given that neither 

Presbyterians and Episcopalians considered interdenominational marriages valid) drew close 

scrutiny.  Offenders and petty criminals were subjected to public humiliation before the pulpit 

or in stocks or jougs (iron collars) (64067) like those on Kirkcudbright Tolbooth (64066), while 

physical torture (including thumbscrews, pincers, pulleys, racks and sleep deprivation) was 

applied to extract confessions from suspected witches (ibid: 41-2). 

5.146. Most cases of witchcraft in the study area and across Galloway involved solutions to the 

problems of everyday rural life and farming, such as prescribing cures for sickness in people and 

animals, providing love charms and divining the locations of lost livestock or goods.  These 

cases illuminate some of the beliefs in magic and the supernatural that prevailed in the area, 

especially in rural parts - in black magic exercised by brownies, spirits and some witches, for 

example, and the means of protecting oneself from it.  Taking three tufts of thatch from above 

the door of a malicious witch would render her powerless, and putting stones pierced with 

circular holes on byre lintels would protect milk yields (ibid: 43).     

5.147. Witchcraft prosecutions were heard before judges in Kirkcudbright and other regional towns, 

and they usually involved assigning blame for disasters like crop failures and illness (to which 

people living in a subsistence economy were particularly vulnerable) to communities' weaker 

members, particularly widows and single women.  Before 1700, those convicted were usually 

punished by strangulation at the stake, after which their bodies were burned.  When Jean 

McMurrie of Irelandton near Twynholm was charged with having the Devil appear in her house 

and making dogs mad and cows ill in 1703, she received the by-then more usual punishment of 

being banished from the Stewartry.   
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5.148. Certain features in the landscape such as wells - for example, St Margaret's Well (63978) near 

Raeberry Castle - were thought to have magical, curative properties.  Superstitions were also 

attached to hawthorn trees, which precluded their being cut down (ibid, 25-6).  The name 

Witch's Thorn for a prehistoric burial cairn (63940) west of Kirkcudbright Bay suggests that it 

came to figure in local stories or beliefs about the supernatural. 

5.149. Several places in the landscape are associated with the Covenanting movement, especially 

around Earlstoun.  The Gordons of Earlstoun were staunch Covenanters.  Alexander, the 2nd 

baronet, fought at the Battle of Bothwell Bridge and, after he fled to Holland to evade a death 

sentence, Earlstoun Castle was requisitioned to house Government soldiers hunting down local 

Covenanters (McCulloch 2010b, 85-7).  A camp and open-air preaching site are recorded near 

St John's Town of Dalry at Camp Hill (64209) and Holy Linn (64283) respectively, and an even 

more remote preaching site at a granite boulder near Loch Doon (63604).  The Auchencloy 

monument (213625), in the foothills west of Stroan Loch, commemorates the deaths of some 

Covenanters in 1684.  In the previous week they had murdered the curate of Carsphairn and 

forced their way into Kirkcudbright Tolbooth, released Covenanters held prisoner there and 

killed a guard.  Claverhouse and his troops pursued them to this spot and killed four of the 

party, two of whom were taken to Dalry kirkyard for burial (64298) 

(http://warmemscot.s4.bizhat.com/warmemscot-ftopic2486.html).  Balmaclellan kirkyard 

contains the gravestone (64195) of another Covenanter, shot in 1685 at Ingleston. 

5.150. Some of the churches in the study area were constructed after the Reformation of 1560, among 

them the old church of Parton (64167).  It was built in 1592 and incorporated an architectural 

fragment from an earlier church.  Tongland Abbey (64048) was already mostly ruinous by 1529, 

with only a few monks remaining; part of its masonry was incorporated into a new church, 

probably in the early 1600s. 

5.151. The Reformation and the dissolution of monastic houses freed up a considerable amount of 

building stone for new secular projects.  The MacLellans, for example, were granted the lands of 

Greyfriars Convent (64082) in Kirkcudbright, and Sir Thomas MacLellan had the monastery 

dismantled and rebuilt as MacLellan's Castle (64065), a grand, L-plan tower house in 

Kirkcudbright designed more for show than defence.   

5.152. The MacLellans' colourful family history illustrates something of the political dynamics, 

frequent violence and changing fortunes of the time.  They had been customars of the burgh of 

Kirkcudbright from the 15th century, receiving a percentage of customs revenue.  After the fall 

of the Douglases in 1455 they rose to prominence and received some of their forfeit lands.  Sir 

William MacLellan, who was knighted by James IV, and his two successors all met violent deaths 

in the first half of the 16th century - two at the battles of Flodden (1513) and Pinkie (1547) 

against English forces and one in Edinburgh at the hands of a rival Galloway family (1526).  The 

next Sir Thomas, who built MacLellan's Castle, was a wealthy and prominent figure but not 
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entirely above the law:  he was reprimanded for wrongfully detaining the Jonnet and her cargo 

in Kirkcudbright harbour and for buying wine from a pirate.  Even so, he attained a position in 

the royal household in 1580.  His son Robert spent two spells in prison - one in Blackness Castle 

for his involvement in a fight on Kirkcudbright High Street and another in Edinburgh Castle for 

shooting a family member of Kirkcudbright's minister -  but he was later made the first Lord 

Kirkcudbright, was a courtier to James VI and Charles I, and received land grants during the 

Plantation of Ulster.  The cost of maintaining troops to protect the Irish estates, and the 

expenditure of the second and third Lords Kirkcudbright in support of the Royalist and 

Covenanters' cause, finally ruined the family's fortunes and reputation.      

Industry, Improvement and maritime trade:  c 1730 - 1900 

Overview 

5.153. With the 18th century came developments in technology, agriculture and seamanship which 

brought greater economic, political and social stability to the study area, and by the second half 

of the century an atmosphere of optimism and prosperity prevailed, with palpable and 

permanent effects on the historic environment.   

5.154. The wider Agrarian Revolution, which commenced around the start of the century, was driven 

both by a sense of scientific enquiry with its roots in the Enlightenment and by the rise of large-

scale farming for profit; it had significant effects on the structure and appearance of the rural 

landscape in the study area.  Galloway's abundant good pasturage, proximity to the Solway 

Firth and access to English markets meant that it took place earlier here than in many other 

parts of Scotland (Donnachie & MacLeod 1974, 48-50).  As rural landowners began participating 

in a broader cash-based economy and sought to generate a profit from their holdings, they 

focused on enclosing land for pasture and fixing and maintaining traditional drove roads 

through the upland. 

5.155. By the early 18th century, landowners in the Stewartry like Sir Thomas Gordon of Earlston were 

building dykes to enclose very large areas for grazing.  This meant evicting tenants from these 

areas, and in parts of Galloway and especially in the study area - in the parishes of Twynholm, 

Tongland, Kelton and Crossmichael - it generated the Levellers' Rising of 1724-5.  Large bands of 

people conducted raids under cover of night, pushing over dykes.  One of the largest 

commenced at Keltonhill, south of Castle Douglas, and worked south to Kirkcudbright and then 

north again as far as Tongland, where a sympathetic minister convinced them to disband (ibid: 

54-5).  After several confrontations with armed troops, the rising was gradually quashed over 

the summer and autumn, with the last big stand of the Stewartry Levellers at Duchrae.  The 

movement drew some support from local clergymen, merchants and lesser gentry, and it 

slowed the rate of change in Galloway's farming practices and in the growth of the cattle trade.  

In drawing attention to the effects of agricultural improvements on tenant farmers, it also 
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informed landowners, some of whom went on to take their welfare on board while improving 

their estates (ibid: 58-60).  

5.156. The 18th century brought fundamental changes to the settlement pattern in the study area.  

Most of the many small estates created in the mid 15th and mid 16th centuries from former 

lordship and monastic holdings (para 5.126) were consolidated into much larger ones and, as 

more centralised, large-scale farming grew in scale, the old pattern of dispersed fermtouns and 

farmsteads shrank.  Some landowners created planned villages in order to address the adverse 

effects of enclosure on their tenants as well as maintain a skilled labour force (ibid: 61).  By later 

in the century, populations in the towns were increasing, and Kirkcudbright was seeing a 

resurgence in commerce and trade.   

5.157. Many landowners who carried out agricultural improvements to increase profits from 

agriculture - including drainage, liming, stock breeding and selection and more sophisticated 

crop rotation, as well as enclosure - also invested in infrastructure on their estates.  The 

enthusiasm for improvement extended also to industry, transport, community building and the 

harvesting of natural resources.  Landowners established mills and mines, and built and 

improved roads and canals to carry their goods to market.   

5.158. Ideas about grand domestic architecture and garden design were also spreading among landed 

classes, who wanted their houses and landscape settings to express the principles of order and 

control they were imposing on estates.  Country houses, farm buildings, churches and manses 

were built according to Georgian principles of proportions and good taste.  Geometric designs 

for landscapes were implemented and furnished with ice houses, dairies, laundries, stables and 

other features that made both practical and aesthetic contributions (ibid: 72-3). 

The historic environment of the 18th and 19th centuries  

5.159. The historic environment of the early modern period in the study area includes: 

 agricultural enclosure, infrastructure and crafts 

 townships, shielings, head-dykes, cultivation remains 

 planned villages 

 country houses, gardens and designed landscapes 

 roads and bridges 

 mines, mills and associated works 

 canals, roads and harbour 

 traditions of smuggling, piracy and maritime trade 

 folklore, music, art and tourism 

 churches, burial grounds and memorials 

 shipwrecks and sites of marine casualties 

Landscape transformation 
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5.160. Historic maps and estate maps of the mid 18th and mid 19th centuries provide snapshots of 

the study area at different points, illustrating the dramatic changes in the landscape.  Roy's 

Military Survey shows the extent of enclosure that had taken place by c 1750 in the study area 

and especially along the valley floors; it also shows a number of fermtouns on the higher 

ground along tributary burns and valleys.  The 1853 Ordnance Survey map depicts a thoroughly 

improved agricultural landscape of estate buildings and steadings, threshing mills, plantations, 

large enclosures, designed landscapes, canals and new and improved roads, along with the 

quarries created in their construction.  On the higher ground are clusters of unroofed buildings, 

kilns, sheep rees and other enclosures, many of them fermtouns that were cleared for 

enclosures or became unviable.  

 

Extract from William Roy's Military Survey of Scotland (©British Library). 

5.161. The maps of William Roy (c 1750) and John Ainslie (1797) and the 1st edition Ordnance Survey 

map (1853) also depict country houses and associated designed landscapes of varying scales, 

from Knockgray in the north to St Mary's Isle in the south.  These expansive houses and their 

settings illustrate the prosperity and optimism of the late 18th century, in contrast to the 

tension and paranoia of the 17th, and they are intimately linked to the area's agricultural and 

industrial heritage through their owners' stories.  The combinations of walled gardens, gate 

lodges, ice houses, stables, sundials, policies and other elements that make up these 
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properties (for example, at Cumstoun (64116, 64118, 161639, 161754, 265764) - contribute to 

the study area's current character, especially in the broad, fertile lower sections of valley. 

5.162. Sir William Douglas of Gelston bought Carlingwark Loch and the surrounding land after Sir 

Alexander Gordon went bankrupt in 1772.  Douglas - an energetic local improver - created 

Castle Douglas in 1789 as a burgh of barony and a planned village.  It was laid out along 

classical, Georgian lines with broad streets on a grid pattern.  It quickly attracted various 

tradesmen - including masons and carpenters to build it, but also weavers, tanners, saddlers 

and other craftsmen - and grew into a thriving market town and the commercial centre of the 

Stewartry (ibid: 65, 112).  In 1806 he also helped set up the Galloway Banking Company, based 

in Castle Douglas, which provided credit to farmers, landowners and merchants in the region 

and stimulated more widespread improvements and enterprises (ibid: 86-7).  Planned villages 

were also built at Twynholm and Tongland in the study area. 

5.163. Many of the parish churches in the area were built in the late 18th and early 19th centuries to 

accommodate a growing rural population, often beside or over pre-Reformation churches (for 

example, Dalry (209953)).  Churchyards in the area contain numerous gravestones and 

memorials carved in the 18th century, with imagery that refers to trades and guilds, Biblical 

themes and local characters.  There are fine examples of local vernacular art in the churchyards 

at Kirkcudbright, Balmaghie, Kells, Dalry and Balmaclellan (see Donnachie & MacLeod 1974: 

138-45 for a description of each site's highlights).  A number of stones memorialising 

Covenanters were cut or re-cut by Robert Paterson (1715-1801), a stone mason portrayed by Sir 

Walter Scott as 'Old Mortality' (ibid: 138).   

Accounts of vernacular life  

5.164. Geographical descriptions of the study area give fascinating impressions of the built 

environment, agricultural practices and everyday life, although they should be read with an 

understanding of their authors' biases.  Robert Heron, the son of a New Galloway weaver, was 

one such observer.  He wrote a detailed description of a journey across Galloway in 1792, a 

period of dramatic change in the study area, during which he travelled from New Galloway to 

Castle Douglas and back down the west side of the Ken and Dee to Kirkcudbright (Observations 

made in a Journey through the Western Counties of Scotland in 1792).   

5.165. He notes the prosperous, well-populated and ordered character of the agricultural landscape 

with its slate-roofed, well-built farmhouses and dykes, and observes that the abundance of Irish 

farm workers was keeping labour costs low.  New Galloway had a few two-storey houses with 

slate roofs among mostly low, thatched cottages arranged along two streets forming a cross, 

dominated by the court house spire.   

5.166. Heron describes Kirkcudbright as a busy, thriving customs port, market town and seat of the 

sheriff court.  It had new, elegant houses for merchants and lawyers and - in his view - too many 
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banks dispersing credit to people eager for it.  Artisans, labourers and seamen worked in the 

town's industries and port.  He notes the markets did not seem well-connected to the 

surrounding countryside, but there was a thriving export trade in salmon, barley, corn and 

potatoes.   

5.167.  In the context of so much commercial prosperity, smuggling was rife and highly organised 

(Wilkins 2009).  A network of merchants in Europe and the Americans supplied tobacco, brandy, 

tea, wine and rum to their counterparts in Galloway and elsewhere in Britain, who sold them to 

their customers duty-free.  The Kirkcudbright merchants involved were legal traders who 

distanced themselves from the operation and who made a great deal of money, even with the 

costs of storage, repackaging and moving the contraband goods.  The goods were landed on the 

Isle of Man, which had very low import duties and no export duties except on Manx produce.  

Smugglers brought them to Galloway in small boats and landed them at remote places along 

the coasts near Kirkcudbright and other ports.  There may have been smugglers' caches at 

remote points on the rugged shoreline to either side of Kirkcudbright Bay:  a subterranean, 

stone-built passage roofed with slabs was found at Gypsy Point (236018) and a rough shelter 

was recorded in the early 20th century at Manor Point (63982). 

5.168. Robert Heron also comments (unfavourably) on the itinerant gypsy populations of Galloway in 

general, who made their living by trading horses, keeping inns and making and selling 

household utensils from copper, tin, wood and horn.  He describes them as carelessly dressed 

and sexually promiscuous, wandering the countryside in large groups (ibid: 81).  By the end of 

the 18th century they were less abundant than previously. 

5.169. The statistical accounts also shed light on some aspects of life in the late 18th to mid 19th 

centuries.  In the 1790s, ministers writing the First Statistical Accounts for each parish 

commented on the many agricultural improvements carried out in the preceding decades, with 

the minister for Dalry devoting nearly half his word count to the topic.  Many also comment on 

drastic improvements in the last 50 years in parishioners' quality of life for parishioners, 

particularly their houses, dress and diet (formerly mainly 'meal, milk and vegetables').  The 

towns, including the recently established (1792) Castle Douglas were thriving and growing, but 

in Kirkcudbright trade was in decline due to smuggling (MacRobert 2008). 

5.170. By the 1840s, when the Second Statistical Accounts were written, the minister reports that 

smuggling had more or less ceased but poaching was rife.  For many, the quality of life had 

improved further.  In Carsphairn and other upland parishes, however, families depended wholly 

on peat for fuel and in wet summers they were not able to dry enough to see them through the 

winter.  The towns, especially Castle Douglas and Kirkcudbright, had seen large increases in 

population.  This was due partly to landlords' tending to enlarge tenant farms and lease them to 

single tenants rather than several; partly to rural depopulation as young people sought 

employment in the towns and in urban centres like Glasgow (where many young women went 
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to work as domestic servants), and partly to high levels of  emigration to North America.  Some 

ministers describe the frequent sight of deserted and ruined former steadings, robbed for stone 

(ibid). 

Mining, industry & infrastructure  

5.171. Lead was discovered at Woodhead in the hills west of Carsphairn in 1838, and within a few 

years a mine, industrial complex and village (population c 300) had sprung up with a school and 

library for the families of workers.  The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map (1853) depicts the 

complex in great detail:  shafts, quarries, sluices, a crushing house, a powder magazine, 

smelting houses and a smithy, miners' rows and the school.  The remains of the mid 19th-

century complex are scheduled, and include the smelter with its stone flues and chimneys, 

underground workings, waste heaps and houses (SM 5184).  The lead was transported to Ayr 

via Dalmellington and from there by ship to Liverpool. The mine was still busy in 1876, 

employing around 100, but like most other Galloway mines it was not productive enough to 

survive longer (Donnachie 1971: 127-32). Lead was also mined at Walkerhill (83083) and Holme 

Mill Bridge (64310) south-east of Dalry, and trial pits were sunk to explore possible sources of 

copper at Pulran Burn (63802) and lead at Craigshinnie (63784) in the uplands.  

 

Remains of buildings at Woodhead lead mine. 
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5.172. The cottage industry of handloom weaving thrived well into the 19th century in Galloway, 

much longer than elsewhere in lowland Scotland, but in the 18th century water power began to 

be harnessed to power textile production.  The 1853 OS map shows a waulk mill on the Urr 

Water (177885) (ibid: 67).  Small, water-powered mills for carding and spinning wool were 

established in the late 18th century, including one near Twynholm in 1798 (ibid: 68), but the 

textile industry was not a major feature in the study area in comparison to other parts of the 

south-west.  

5.173. The Hot Blast monument commemorates J B Neilson, who patented the hot-blast technique for 

iron smelting in 1828 and later bought the Queenshill estate near Tongland; he may have had 

local family connections (Livingston 2009: 8-9). 

5.174. The need to transport agricultural products and natural resources - as well as impose military 

control - brought about some transformations of the landscape.  Following the second Jacobite 

rising of 1745, a military road was built across the whole of Dumfries and Galloway, from Bridge 

of Sark to Portpatrick in 1763-5 under the supervision of Major Caulfield.  It led to Castle 

Douglas from the north-east and crossed the river at Bridge of Dee (142753, 142750, 142721, 

142715).  John Ainslie's map shows that by 1797 a new turnpike road had been built to replace 

the military road; this is now the A75.  As it was designed for horse-drawn transport rather than 

troops on foot, it twists along its course to find the path of least resistance (Livingston 2016b).  

It was punctuated by tollhouses (such as Kelton (71279)), change houses and coaching inns 

(Donnachie & MacLeod 1974: 128).   

5.175. For trade into and out of the study area, the Solway Firth was the vital artery.  Kirkcudbright 

harbour (64126) was rebuilt about 1817, with a stone and timber dock (282092) built by 1843, 

to service the increasingly busy port (Graham & Truckell 1977); it has since contracted and the 

dock has been filled in.  There was also a slate harbour on St Mary's Isle (63922). Ships had to 

navigate the narrow, winding channel through Kirkcudbright Bay There are over 150 known or 

suspected wreck sites in Kirkcudbright Bay, many of them dating to the later 18th and 19th 

centuries (for example, 300704, 205725, 285252); shipping records often detail their cargos, 

owners and points of origin, making it possible to reconstruct local patterns of maritime trade. 

5.176.  The Carlingwark canal (now Lane) was cut by Sir Alexander Gordon through the marshland 

between the loch and the River Dee in 1765 to carry marl - lime-rich clay from the loch's 

bottom - to the river, where it was transported to farmers downstream and upstream.  Another 

canal ran from Glenlochar Bridge to Old Greenlaw (217638), creating a shortcut across a bend 

in the river; a 'thrashing machine' shown beside it on the first edition OS map (1853) suggests it 

was used to transport corn to the river and thence to Kirkcudbright for export.   The ambitious 

Glenkens Canal project was planned in the 1830s to make the river navigable from Tongland to 

the head of Loch Ken, but it was never executed (Donnachie & MacLeod 1974: 119). 
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Extract from the first edition Ordnance Survey, showing Carlingwark Canal and the South 

Western Railway (1856). 

5.177. The construction of railways in the 1860s altered the patterns and means of movement around 

the study area and made canal- and sea-borne transport of goods increasingly redundant 

(Donnachie & MacLeod 1974, 112).   

Galloway Glens through the lens of folklore, literature and a rt 

5.178. In the first decade of the 20th century, long-held folk beliefs were still very much embedded in 

the world views of people living in the study area, especially the countryside.  Blackthorn 

bushes ('fairy thorns') were still the object of superstition, as they were believed to provide 

protection against fairies and spirits, and there were strict rules against cutting them down - as 

in medieval and post-medieval Ireland.  A cure for warts, also recorded in Northumbria, 

involved rubbing them with a black snail (which had to be found without searching for it) and 

then impaling the snail on a particular fairy thorn (Lebour 1912).  Thomas Johnston, a native of 

Kirkcudbright, recorded various local stories involving supernatural beings such as fairies and 

ghosts and also the associations of archaeological sites (stone circles, cairns, etc) with them 

(Dobie 1957).  Clearly these beliefs were embedded in the landscape through folk memory and 

long-established practice:  the landscape had cognitive texture.  Some of the place names 
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recorded on the 1st edition OS map (1853) evoke it, referring to stories about local characters 

or mythical tales; for example, a pool in the Water of Ken is annotated 'the Deil's Washing Tub'. 

5.179. Some folklore and traditions recorded in the 19th century refer to the early medieval period.  

For example, in the mid 19th century Ordnance Survey fieldworkers recorded a tradition which 

linked a riverside spot (64211) above Bridge of Ken to stories of a battle between Scots and 

Danes in which the Danish king was killed and buried under Dalarran standing stone (64205) 

(Harper 1906).  The story must have been current at the time, as the New Statistical Account 

notes that broken spears had often been found in the area, while the OS Name Book describes  

an earlier laird's discovery of what was probably a Bronze Age sword.  Documentary sources of 

the late 19th century refer to the richness of popular culture in the study area, particularly 

music and variety theatre.  Itinerant fiddlers, pipers, minstrels, acrobats, street preachers and 

other performers were travelling around the region playing in towns like Castle Douglas and 

Kirkcudbright and adding to the noisy, vibrant atmosphere of the streets (Macleod 2009). 

5.180. The Victorian fascination with apparently mysterious, romantic aspects of Scottish history and 

landscape drew many visitors (their travel facilitated by the railways after 1860), who came in 

search of representations of the area in literature.  Sir Walter Scott set one of his early historical 

novels, Guy Mannering (1815), partly in Galloway and drew on local legends and characters in 

some of his work.  The bestselling novelist S R Crockett, who was born at Balmaghie, drew 

inspiration from Scott as well as Robert Louis Stevenson and others writers.  He became a 

bestselling novelist and many of his works were set in Galloway; his most famous novel, The 

Raiders (1893) is a tale of smugglers and gypsies set in the 18th century and features the 

Raider's Road.  He also wrote popular guide books.   

5.181. Galloway's landscapes and the quality of light at the coast began to attract artists in the 19th 

century, and by 1880 the community known as Kirkcudbright Artists' Colony was established.  A 

number of the Glasgow Boys based themselves there, most notably E A Hornel, and they 

created paintings in a style that would become known as the Kirkcudbright School.  The town's 

artistic reputation grew through subsequent decades, and in 1915 the Glasgow Style book 

illustrator Jessie M King came to live there.  Along with other local artists, she founded the 

Dumfries and Galloway Fine Arts Society.  Dorothy L Sayers based her 1931 novel Five Red 

Herrings in this setting. 

Modern to the present:  20th - 21st centuries 

Overview 

5.182. During the late 19th to 20th century, large-scale changes took place in the landscape of the 

study area.   Sheep farming declined and contracted, and large areas were planted with 

commercial forestry.  The construction hydroelectric complex to harness the valleys' water 

power reshaped the local topography and hydrology in places and created pieces of Modernist 
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architecture of water on an impressive scale.  The study area in common with other parts of 

rural Scotland saw its population depleted by economic migration and two world wars.  

Although industry declined, tourism increased and service industries related to it now form a 

significant sector of the local economy.  The study area continues to attract artists of various 

kinds, now including environmental artists, and has a growing reputation for the vibrancy and 

relevance of its arts scene.  

The historic environment of the 20th-21st centuries 

5.183. Elements of the historic environment relating to this period in the study area include: 

 hydroelectric schemes 

 WWII remains 

 war memorials 

 urban and rural buildings  

The architecture of water  

5.184. The Galloway Hydroelectric Scheme was one of several built in the 1930s, before it became 

official policy to develop sources of hydroelectric power through the 1943 Hydroelectric 

(Scotland) Act.  These early schemes set a high standard of aesthetic and engineering design, 

and the Galloway scheme in particular helped influence the nature of future hydropower 

developments and their visual impact.  The firm responsible for the Galloway scheme, Sir 

Alexander Gibb & Partners, was a pioneering engineering company founded in 1921 that 

carried out other high profile projects in Scotland, including the Kincardine Bridge.  Gibb 

worked closely with pioneering electrical engineers Merz and McLellan on the Galloway 

scheme. 

5.185. Dams were built to create reservoirs all the way down the valley and on the uplands to either 

side, from Loch Kendoon to Tongland and from Clatteringshaws Loch to Lochinvar, along with 

surge towers (e.g., 276050) and power stations.  With their stark Modernist design, these 

elements are striking features in the landscape, and they have become iconic symbols of the 

dynamic attitude to hydropower of the 1930s.  Their construction involved workers from local 

settlements.  The Glenlee memorial (275892) may commemorate men lost during the 

construction of the Glenlee Tunnel, Glenlee Power Station and other elements of the scheme. 

Monuments to wars 

5.186. Young men from settlements across the study area went away to fight in both the First and 

Second World Wars.  There are war memorials to those who did not return in New Galloway 

(187416), Balmaclellan Church (208394), Castle Douglas (196844, 209391) and Kirkcudbright.  

The impact of the loss of so many in two successive generations would have been enormous, as 

it was in numerous communities elsewhere. 
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5.187. During World War II, due to fears of German forces occupying Ireland and using it as a 

launchpad to invade south-west Scotland, various defences were constructed along the coast 

and in Castle Douglas.  Tank traps, spigot mortars, anti-aircraft batteries and bunkers have 

been identified in the area.   

5.188. A tank training and testing range was established near Kirkcudbright in 1942, which is still in 

use; tanks were transported by train from there to Kirkcudbright 

(http://westlandwhig.blogspot.co.uk/).   
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6. Historic Land Use and Pressures for Change 

The Historic Land Use Assessment 

12.1. The Historic Land Use Assessment (HLA) developed in response to a need for landscape-wide 

spatial data on the historic environment in order to provide both a dataset on historic land use 

and a connection with landscape character assessments (http://hlamap.org.uk/).  The HLA thus 

provides a valuable tool for gaining broad insights into how the character of a landscape has 

changed as a result of its use over time. 

12.2. Conducted as a partnership between Historic Scotland and the Royal Commission on the 

Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland, now merged to form Historic Environment 

Scotland (HES), it began in 1997 and was completed in 2015.  The HLA resulted in a digital map 

showing past and present land use at a scale of 1:25,000, using the relevant Ordnance Survey 

(OS) map as a background.  It is based on data from the RCAHMS, Ordnance Survey modern and 

1st edition maps, 1988 aerial photography, Forestry Commission data, Macaulay Land Use 

Research Institute (MLURI) Land Cover of Scotland 1988 digital maps, and information from the 

Scottish Burgh Surveys and the Statistical Accounts.  Field checks were conducted to confirm 

some of the desk-based findings.   

12.3. Over 80 Historic Land-use Types were determined by identifying the predominant current land 

use evident from data and assessing it from an historical perspective.  The types, which are 

linked to broad dates of use, were allocated to one of 12 categories, thus enabling broad 

analysis at regional, national and local level.  

12.4. The categories of land use identified are: 

 Agriculture and settlement 
 Built-up area 
 Defence 
 Designed landscape 
 Energy, extraction and waste 
 Leisure and recreation 
 Moorland and rough grazing 
 Rural settlement 
 Spiritual and ritual area 
 Transport 
 Water body 
 Woodland and forestry 

12.5. Up to three relict land-uses were identified within each Historic Land-use Type area.  So, for 

example, the data for area 1382 (located on the south-facing slope of Clack Hill, represented as 

a polygon in the HLA GIS) is: 
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Land use category: Period: Type: 

Moorland and rough grazing Late 20th C -present Rough grazing 

Agriculture and settlement Medieval/Post-medieval Medieval/Post-medieval 
settlement and agriculture 

Agriculture and settlement Later prehistoric Later prehistoric settlement 
and agriculture 

12.6. The HLA is a record of present and past land use based on:  

 what is legible on the ground through visual inspection (present use or upstanding 

remains), or which is buried but revealed by archaeological excavation, and  

 what is legible on historic maps, aerial photographs and other sources.   

It is therefore a record of fact rather than of interpretation, significance or archaeological 

potential. 

12.7. It is worth noting the limitations of the HLA data.  Areas less than 1 hectare are not mapped, so 

the data does not show land use that is evident in compact elements of the historic 

environment.  For example, in the upper valley near Carsphairn, the areas containing the early 

Neolithic long cairn (63868/SM1006) and the stone circle at  Holm of Daltallochan 

(63878/SM1029) have only the following data: 

Area Land use category: Period: Type: 

142  

(contains long cairn) 

Agriculture and 
settlement 

18th  C -present Rectilinear fields and 
farms 

1203  

(contains stone circle) 

Moorland and rough 
grazing 

Late 20th C -present Rough grazing 

 

Relict landscapes and forces for change 

12.8. The Galloway Glens LP Landscape Character Study Report (MVGLA 2017, para 7.2) identifies a 

number of forces for change in the study area, including climate change, ecological change, 

man-made changes and change through time.  Man-made changes include agricultural 

practices that alter vegetation, draining and enclosure patterns; woodland management 

practices that can alter the extent and structure of forests, and development for settlement, 

industry and renewable energy.  

12.9. All of these have the potential to impact elements of tangible cultural heritage in the historic 

environment but especially areas of relict landscape.  The HLA does not refer to relict landcapes 
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and indeed this is consistent with the literal reading of evidence on which it is based (para 

12.7).  We would define relict landscape as areas that contain archaeological sites, those in 

close proximity to a known site or where there is reasonable expectation that archaeological 

material may exist, those containing chance findspots where there is a reasonable expectation 

that archaeological material may exist, and those for which source material (such as historic 

maps) indicates a reasonable possibility of archaeological features.   

12.10. This definition is the basis on which Areas of Archaeological Interest (AAIs) are identified by 

Dumfries and Galloway Council (Areas of Archaeological Interest Scope Note 2011).  AAIs are 

designed mainly for internal Council use, as triggers to alert non-archaeological Development 

Control staff in local area offices when they should consult with the Archaeology section on 

planning applications. 

12.11. Archaeologically Sensitive Areas (ASAs) have also been identified by the Council in support of 

the Dumfries and Galloway Local Development Plan (2014) Policy HE4.  ASAs are based on a 

consideration of: 

 particularly good group survival and/or importance 

 landscape setting, where this is a significant dimension of the archaeological remains 

 areas where there is an existing or potential recreational aspect 

 high density of archaeological remains worthy of preservation 

 rare group survival in an otherwise improved or already generally afforested area 

ASAs have been designated in both rural and built-up areas in order to highlight the need to 

consider areas with extensive archaeological interests and issues to potential developers of 

large-scale projects, such as wind farms, mineral extraction or forestry (DGLDP Technical Paper: 

Archaeologically Sensitive Areas 2014).    

12.12. Given the HLA's limitations in terms of scale and its nature as a record of fact (see paras 

12.6and 12.7), AAIs are more expansive and interpretative representations of relict landscapes, 

and ASAs even more so.  Some of areas designated as archaeologically sensitive or of interest 

(ASAs and AAIs) overlap with areas of past land use shown in the HLA, but not always or to the 

same extent.   

12.13. For example, the ASA of Grobdale extends along the non-forested high ground between Stroan 

Loch to the south of Loch Winyeon.  Within it are over 60 AAIs, about half of which encompass 

or partly overlap areas of later prehistoric and medieval or post-medieval settlement and 

agriculture identified in the HLA.  Several of the HLA areas extend beyond the AAIs and four are 

not included at all.  In contrast, the ASA for Bardennoch-Garryhorn contains over 20 AAIs 

(including the long cairn (63868/SM1006) and stone circle (63878/SM1029) noted in para 12.7), 

but only one area which the HLA notes as having evidence of use before the late 20th century.  
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Impacts of land use change on relict landscapes 

12.14. In urban areas or those under intensive agricultural use (generally on valley bottoms), relict 

landscapes have generally already been impacted by post-medieval to modern land use.  In 

some cases they are known to survive below the surface - the Roman military complex at 

Glenlochar is one example - and these could still be adversely impacted by changes in 

agricultural practice or new development.  Wind farm developments and reafforestation have 

the greatest potential to impact the historic environment in upland contexts. 

12.15. Analysis of the HLA data for prehistoric, medieval and post-medieval land use shows overlap 

between these areas and wind farm developments built or in the planning stages up to October 

2016 at several points along the north and east fringes of the study area between Loch Doon 

and Loch Ken.   

Wind farm 
development 

HLA ID Period Type Within GGLP 
boundary or 
buffer zone 

Benbrack 1380 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Boundary 

Quantans Hill 1377 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1375 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

Longburn 1376 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1379 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1039 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1373 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1372 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1370 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1233 Later prehistoric Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1231 Later prehistoric Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1232 Later prehistoric Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

Barlay Hill 1272 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

1274 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

Mochrum 
Fell 

1271 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Buffer zone 

Benshinnie 1260 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Boundary 

1271 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture  Boundary 
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1262 Medieval/Post-medieval Settlement & agriculture Boundary 
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7.  Assessment of Significance 

Policy and planning context 

7.1. Assessment of significance is designed to help establish why a place or feature is considered to 

be important and why it is valued.  The assessment of significance is fundamental to the 

management plan process but can be a subjective exercise – reflecting the moment in history 

when it is written and the state of knowledge about the site at that time.  This means that the 

assessment of significance has the potential to change as knowledge and understanding of the 

site increase. 

7.2. Significance can be identified through a consideration of values relating to intrinsic, contextual 

and associative characteristics inherent in the site or monument , its fabric, setting, use, 

associations, meanings, records and related monuments or objects.  These characteristics 

contribute to its evidential, historical, architectural/artistic, landscape/aesthetic, natural heritage 

and contemporary/use values, on which the assessment of significance is based (Historic 

Scotland 2011, 71-2; 2014).   

7.3. The establishment of a site's or monument's relative importance is a separate process; a 

particular level of cultural significance is required for it to be considered of national importance 

(Historic Scotland 2011, 71).  Importance can be determined through the analysis of period, 

rarity, documentation, group value, vulnerability and diversity, as well as through any existing 

designations of the site or feature.   

7.4. The Scottish Historic Environment Policy (Historic Scotland 2011, 73) notes that establishing the 

significance of a monument in order to define its importance can be based on one or more of 

the following criteria:   

 its inherent capability or potential to make a significant addition to the 

understanding or appreciation of the past;  

 its retention of the structural, decorative or field characteristics of its kind to a 

marked degree;  

 its contribution, or the contribution of its class, to today’s landscape and/or the 

historic landscape;  

 the quality and extent of any documentation or association that adds to the 

understanding of the monument or its context;  

 the diminution of the potential of a particular class or classes of monument to 

contribute to an understanding of the past, should the monument be lost or 

damaged;  

 its place in the national consciousness a factor considered in support of other 

factors. 
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7.5. The Galloway Glens Landscape Partnership area contains 33 scheduled monuments (with 

another 24 in the 2 km buffer zone), 27 category A listed buildings (plus 4 in the buffer zone), 

and one gardens and designed landscape included in the HES Inventory.  There is one HES 

property in care in the buffer zone.   

7.6. Sites with statutory protection include scheduled monuments and category A listed buildings.  

Scheduled monuments are those considered to be of national importance based a particular 

level of cultural significance, determined through the analysis of period, rarity, documentation, 

group value, vulnerability and diversity, as well as through any existing designations of the site or 

feature (HES 2016).  Category A listed buildings are those of national or international 

importance, either architectural or historic; or fine, little-altered examples of some particular 

period, style or building type.   

7.7. Category B listed buildings are those considered to have regional or more than local importance, 

while category C are those with local importance. 

7.8. Conservation areas are designated by local planning authorities as 'areas of special architectural 

or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance' 

(S.61 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 1997).  They generally 

contain groups of buildings in a town, village or city, but can include historic battlefields, public 

parks, designed landscapes  or railways. 

Significance of the historic environment in the study area 

7.9. In Dumfries and Galloway, a further level of refinement has been applied during a major exercise 

conducted by the Archaeology Service in 2001-2003 to establish a baseline assessment of the 

significance of archaeological sites and features across the region. It employed a methodology 

developed by Historic Scotland for local authorities to use to identify sites and features that 

were likely to meet the criteria for designation as nationally important monuments, but were 

not actually designated. The term widely used to identify sites assessed as being of potential 

national significance is ‘Non Statutory Register Sites’ (NSR).  A desk-based exercise to inform this 

baseline assessment resulted in the assessment of 'Significance Grade' in the Historic 

Environment Record. Factors taken into account include the state of preservation of the 

monument, and the relative rarity of that particular form of site both at a regional and national 

level.  More information, for instance from individual site visits or surveys, may result in a re-

grading of the sites. The assessment has been kept up to date since inception as new sites are 

added and new information received ((Significance Grade: Scope Note, June 2014). 

7.10. The categories applied in the assessment are: 
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 National This assessment category includes both designated sites and those sites that are 

likely to meet the criteria for designation as nationally important Scheduled Monuments 

even, though they may not yet be actually designated as such - Non Statutory Register 

Sites.  

 Regional These are regionally significant, but on the levels of information currently 

available do not appear to meet the criteria for designation as Scheduled Monuments but 

are still of interest. 

 Local These are locally significant, but on the levels of information currently available do 

not appear to meet the criteria for designation as Scheduled Monuments but are still of 

interest. 

 Regional/Local  At the time of the original assessment across the entire HER, undertaken 

in 2001-3, there was no requirement to differentiate between local and regional 

importance. As noted above, further information subsequently received by the HER may 

lead to a refinement of this grading. 

 Other This usually is given to minor agricultural features, such as sheepfolds or hay rees 

noted on 19th century Ordnance Survey maps, which are still visible or mapped.   

 None Not assessed as significant records for planning purposes [also includes 

archaeological records relating to Listed Buildings where there is no additional 

archaeological interest]. This would also apply to sites that have been completely 

excavated where there are no surviving remains. 

 Unknown This assessment indicates that the data is derived from a documentary source 

and that absolutely no information is held on the ‘on the ground’ condition – e.g. where 

the record has been created as a result of the desk based First Edition Ordnance Survey 

Project carried out by RCAHMS, or where an area has been afforested subsequent to the 

initial recording. Such records have therefore not been assessed in relation to SPP. It is also 

used where for any other reason there is a lack of information to enable an assessment. 

 N/A (Not applicable) This indicates an archaeological object or record that is not 

associated with a recognised site, is very poorly located, is a duplicate or is an over-arching 

record (where individual elements within it will have been graded). 

1.1. The tables below list the scheduled monuments, category A listed buildings, inventoried gardens 

and designed landscapes and properties in care in the study area, which by definition are 

considered to be of national importance. 

Listed buildings  
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HB Number Address Category Significance 

Within the GGLP boundary: 

LB3315 IRONMACANNIE MILL A  

LB3316 KEN BRIDGE A  

LB3415 HENSOL HOUSE A  

LB3416 HENSOL HOUSE, THE LAINSHAW SUNDIAL A  

LB3624 EARLSTOUN CASTLE A  

LB3625 GRENNAN MILL A  

LB3698 

CROSSMICHAEL PARISH CHURCH AND CHURCHYARD 

(CHURCH OF SCOTLAND) A 

 

LB3699 CROSSMICHAEL CHURCH GORDON MEMORIAL A  

LB3706 GLENLOCHAR BRIDGE A  

LB3708 GREENLAW HOUSE A  

LB9746 KNOCKNALLING BARN A  

LB9835 

DOUGLAS MAUSOLEUM, NEAR TO KELTON PARISH 

CHURCH, RAILINGS AND GATEPIERS A 

 

LB9838 OLD BRIDGE OF DEE A  

LB17114 ARGRENNAN HOUSE A  

LB17123 TONGLAND, OLD TONGLAND BRIDGE A  

LB17125 TONGLAND BRIDGE A  

LB17126 

GALLOWAY ELECTRIC POWER SCHEME, TONGLAND 

POWER STATION, SURGE TOWER AND VALVE HOUSE, 

INCLUDING BOUNDARY WALLS A 

 

LB22976 NEW MARKET STREET CASTLE DOUGLAS CATTLE MART A  

LB36529 

8 HIGH STREET, BLAIR HOUSE AND SUMMER HOUSE 

AND WALLS TO CASTLE DYKES. A 

 

LB36529 

8 HIGH STREET, BLAIR HOUSE AND SUMMER HOUSE 

AND WALLS TO CASTLE DYKES. A 

 

LB36530 

12 HIGH STREET, WITH 10 HIGH STREET, BROUGHTON 

HOUSE AND WALLS TO CASTLE DYKES A 

 

LB36542 HIGH STREET, TOLBOOTH, MARKET CROSS AND WELL A  

LB36542 HIGH STREET, TOLBOOTH, MARKET CROSS AND WELL A  
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LB36545 

66 (WYND END) W. SIDE OF CLOSE, 68 E. SIDE OF CLOSE 

AND 70 HIGH STREET A 

 

LB36545 

66 (WYND END) W. SIDE OF CLOSE, 68 E. SIDE OF CLOSE 

AND 70 HIGH STREET A 

 

LB36545 

66 (WYND END) W. SIDE OF CLOSE, 68 E. SIDE OF CLOSE 

AND 70 HIGH STREET A 

 

LB36546 74 HIGH STREET AND CANNON`S CLOSE A  

LB16993 CUMSTOUN HOUSE A  

LB3315 IRONMACANNIE MILL A  

In the 2 km buffer zone:  

LB3310  BARSCOBE CASTLE A  

LB9836  GELSTON CASTLE A  

LB10191  OLD BRIDGE OF URR MILL A  

LB16993  CUMSTOUN HOUSE A  

Scheduled monuments  

SM ID NAME 

Within the GGLP boundary: 

SM6110 Castle Earthworks, enclosure 500m SSW of Mains of Greenlaw 

SM5391 Polmaddy, medieval and post-medieval settlement 

SM5184 Woodhead lead mines and smelter, Carsphairn 

SM2459 Kirkcudbright Castle 

SM7743 Kenmure Castle 

SM7712 Erncrogo Loch, fish ponds 400m S of Erncrogo 

SM8367 Meikle Wood Hill, fort, Kelton Mains 

SM90208 Maclellan's Castle 

SM90301 Threave Castle 

SM1117 Dalry,motte 

SM1118 Earlston Castle 

SM1082 Little Merkland, fort 

SM2238 Craigengillan, cairn 

SM1114 Boreland Mote, motte, Boreland Glen 
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SM1018 Dalarran Holm,standing stone 

SM1109 Balmaclellan Motte 

SM1119 Edgarton Mote, fort 690m SW of Camelon Bridge 

SM1077 Little Duchrae, fort 

SM1124 Kirkland Mote, motte 

SM1039 Park,stone circle 

SM1006 Cairn Avel, cairn 800m S of Carsphairn 

SM1029 Holm of Daltallochan, stone circle & standing stone 

SM1106 Holm of Daltallochan, cross slab 

SM1011 Ernespie, remains of stone circle 200m E of Erne Hill, Castle Douglas 

SM1065 Crofts Mote, fort 

SM1067 Doon Wood,fort,Nun Mill Bridge 

SM1051 Auld Kirk of Lochroan,fort 

SM1058 Carse Mote, fort 

SM1122 Kirkcormack, motte, Mayfield 

SM2476 Dundeugh Castle 

SM2891 Craig Hill, fort, Laurieston 

SM12792 Glenlochar, Roman fort, annexe, road, camps & barrows 50m E of Montford 

SM13540 Balmaghie, enclosures 100m NW of Balmaghie Church 

SM1105 Braidenoch Hill, cross slabs 

In the 2 km buffer zone: 

SM8263 Cumstoun Castle 

SM8616 Donald's Isle, Loch Doon, settlement 750m SSW of Lamdoughty Farm 

SM8619 Loch Doon Castle, original site & remains of, 570m NE of Craigmalloch 

SM90203 Loch Doon Castle 

SM1005 Brockcleugh Cottage,cup and ring marked rocks 600m NNE of 

SM1054 Castle Hill,fort,Castlegower 

SM1002 Bargatton Farm,cairn 610m S of 

SM1033 Loch Mannoch,cairn & stone circle N end of 

SM1128 Doon Hill,Mote of Doon,Doon of Urr 

SM1099 Trowdale,fort 

SM1061 Castlehill,fort,Compstonend 
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SM1025 Grange, cup and ring marked rocks 

SM1020 Drummore Farm, stone circle 

SM1069 Drummore Castle, fort, Castle Hill 

SM1013 Clauchendolly, cup and ring marked rocks 350m WSW of 

SM1003 Blackhill, cup and ring marked rock 60m SE of 

SM1028 High Banks Farm, cup and ring marked rocks 350m SE of 

SM1043 Stroanfreggan Bridge, cairn 

SM1072 Glenroan (or Glengappock) Mote, fort 

SM1079 High Fort, fort, North Milton 

SM1080 Kirkland, fort NNW of High Kirkland 

SM1085 Milton, fort 180m NNW of 

SM1095 Stroanfreggan Craig, fort, Smittens Bridge 

SM1097 Meikle Sypland, fort 

Properties in care  

PiC ID NAME 

In the 2 km buffer zone: 

90203 Loch Doon Castle 

90208 Maclellan's Castle 

90301 Threave Castle 

Inventory garden and designed landscapes  

GDL ID NAME 

Within the GGLP boundary: 

GDL000372 Threave Gardens 

GDL00075 Broughton House 

Conservation areas  

NAME 

Within the GGLP boundary: 

Kirkcudbright 

New Galloway 
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non-Inventory gardens and designed landscapes  

SM ID NAME 

Within the GGLP boundary: 

MDG25538 Knockgray 

MDG25539 Knocknalling 

MDG25540 Garroch 

MDG25541 Glenlee Park 

MDG25542 Kenmure Castle 

MDG25543 Holme 

MDG25546 Tower 

MDG25558 Cumstoun House 

MDG25559 Senwick House 

MDG25576 Slogarie 

MDG24453 Hensol House 

MDG25577 Airds (of Parton) 

MDG25578 Parton House 

MDG25579 Barwhillanty 

MDG25580 Laurieston Hall 

MDG25582 Danevale Park 

MDG25583 Culgruff 

MDG25584 Greenlaw 

MDG25585 Balmaghie House 

MDG25586 Dildawn 

MDG25587 Argrennan House 

MDG25687 Earlston Castle 

MDG25688 St. Mary's Isle 

MDG25545 Hannaston 

MDG25544 Barscobe Castle 

MDG25556 Balmae 

MDG25591 Gelston Park 

MDG25592 King's Grange 
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MDG25593 Mollance 

In the 2 km buffer zone: 

MDG25544 Barscobe Castle 

MDG25556 Balmae 

MDG25591 Gelston Park 

MDG25592 King's Grange 
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8. Opportunities for Research and Engagement 

8.1. From the incredibly rich historic environment of the Galloway Glens LP area, several themes 

have been identified that have the potential to link certain stories, practices and communities 

across the landscape at different times.  They encompass strands that would merit further 

research to generate knowledge about the area's past occupation.  The themes also have 

potential to capture people's imagination, and could spawn various activities that involve 

exploration, mapping or experiential learning and create conceptual links between different 

parts of the landscape and their present-day communities.  

Theme 1:  Paths & nodes 

8.2. Key elements of the historic environment illustrate how, where and why people have been 

moving around and through the area since earliest times.   

 Early prehistoric lithic scatters and long cairns show long-established seasonal patterns of 

movement in search of food from the 8th millennium BC - along valleys and through 

uplands between the Solway Firth and the Ayrshire coast - with communal construction 

and ceremony making certain places significant by the 5th millennium.   

 Clusters of rock art on marginal ground and foothills:  territorial markers, messages to 

passing strangers?  

 Military roads, Roman and Hanoverian:  built to bring the area under control, ensure the 

safe passage of supplies to forts and facilitate the deployment of troops. 

 A key pilgrimage route drew the devout to Whithorn in the medieval period; they would 

have halted at holy wells, churches and monasteries along the way. 

 In the 18th and early 19th centuries, tenant farmers followed seasonal patterns of 

movement from fermtoun and infield to summer grazing; drovers herded cattle to market 

over long-distance routeways; traveller communities roved the countryside peddling. 

Research and engagement projects on this theme could focus on historic environment 

elements and areas such as:  

 Edges of upland lochs during periods of dry weather to identify lithic scatters. 

 Walking routes between concentrations of rock art (from the south-east side of 

Kirkcudbright Bay to High Banks, for example). 

 Walking drovers roads and the pilgrimage route to consider the medieval landscapes 

through which they passed. 
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Theme 2:  Galwegian identities 

8.3. The distinctive historical character of people in the Galloway Glens LP area comes across 

especially strongly for the earlier part of the Lordship of Galloway (c 1130 - 1286), an entity that 

grew from an accumulated topsoil of cultural, political and linguistic identities.  

 British, Anglian, Norse and Gaelic speakers all named the land, but in different ways that 

reflect how they lived in it and knew it.   

 The Lordship of Galloway was a strong expression of Galwegian identity in the face of a 

powerful centralising agenda - where and how did they rule? 

Research and engagement projects on this theme could focus on historic environment elements 

and areas such as:  

 Place names of different linguistic origin, with analysis of their character (topographic, 

habitative, etc) to better understand how speakers related to the landscape. 

 Investigation of Castle Fergus to identify any traces of lordship-period occupation and 

enhance appreciation of how this unique historical identity contributes to the GGLP. 

Theme 3:  Landscapes of power and resistance  

8.4. The historic environment indicates both geographical centres of power and waves of strong 

resistance that swept through the landscape at certain times. 

 The landscape centred on Carsphairn was significant to early prehistoric communities, who 

marked it with a long cairn and later monuments; how did this relate to the local 

topography and hydrology?     

 The area around Threave, Carlingwark and Glenlochar was a focus for votive practices, 

political power and early monasticism, ranging from the 3rd century BC to the 10th 

century AD.  

 Covenanters & Jacobites, Levellers & Improvers - are these narratives of simple 

polarisation, or are there local nuances to their stories and agendas?   

Research and engagement projects on this theme could focus on historic environment elements 

and areas such as:  

 Fieldwork around Carsphairn to better understand the prehistoric landscape. 

 Working with academic and museum-based researchers to investigate find spots and sites 

of contemporary settlement around Carlingwark and Glenlochar and to virtually re-place 

votive deposits in locally-embedded narratives. 
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 Historical research into local events and key sites of the 17th and 18th century political and 

religious movements. 

Theme 4:  Making a living on land and sea 

8.5. Evidence for how communities made their living comes from a range of sources, contexts and 

time periods that could be woven into a long-term, wide-ranging tapestry of subsistence and its 

impact on the landscape. 

 Early prehistoric lithic scatters - breadcrumb trails of communities on the move?  

 Later prehistoric farming settlements on the hills were overworking the soils in colder, 

wetter conditions as the peat cover that still prevails began to form.  

 Monastic granges, hunting forests and the rural settlements of the peasantry:  how did all 

of these interact? 

 Sea-borne trade and smuggling brought riches and danger, and had its own built and 

natural infrastructure in the harbour and indented coast. 

Research and engagement projects on this theme could focus on historic environment elements 

and areas such as:  

 Working with academic researchers to map in more detail the evidence for environmental 

change preserved in upland blanket peat. 

 Walking the interpreted routes of early prehistoric communities from coast to uplands to 

consider the resources and topography they may have encountered. 

 Mapping rural settlements in the upper valley. 

Theme 5:  Harnessing the elements 

8.6. For several hundred years, people in the Galloway Glens have been harnessing the power of the 

elements that abound in the area.  How have these practices impacted the landscape in the 

past, and how are they impacting it now? 

 Earth and fire:  Mining lead, quarrying slate and working iron in the Galloway Glens. 

 Water:  The architecture of corn mills, textile mills and hydro schemes. 

 Air:  21st-century wind farms and pressures for change. 
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